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1. Introduction and statement of results

In the sequel we discuss several arithmetic aspects of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz whose 
origin is closely connected with the classical consistency question for systems of
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Abstract

We show several arithmetic estimates for Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz. This includes an algorith
mic procedure computing the polynomials and constants occurring in a Bezout identity, whose 
complexity is polynomial in the geometric degree of the system. Moreover, we show for the first 
time height estimates of intrinsic type for the polynomials and constants appearing, again poly
nomial in the geometric degree and linear in the height of the system. These results are based 
on a suitable representation of polynomials by straight-line programs and duality techniques 
using the Trace Formula for Gorenstein algebras. As an application we show more precise upper 
bounds for the function 7ls(x) counting the number of primes yielding an inconsistent modular 
polynomial equation system. We also give a computationally interesting lower bound for the 
density of small prime numbers of controlled bit length for the reduction to positive characteris
tic of inconsistent systems. Again, this bound is given in terms of intrinsic parameters. © 2000 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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multivariate polynomial equations. Let us assume that a system S= ,fs}C.
Z[Xi,... ,Xn\ of multivariate polynomials with integer coefficients is given. The con
sistency problem over C on input S can be stated as deciding whether the following 
formula is true or not:

3xi G C,... , 3xn G C, .. ,x„) = 0 forl<z'<s. (1)

Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz (which was probably already considered by Kronecker) states 
that this formula is false if and only if an arithmetic Bezout identity holds, i.e. if 
and only if there exists a non-negative integer aGZ\{0} and polynomials g\,...,gs&

.. ,Xn] such that the following identity holds:

a = di/i3-------\~gsfs- (2)

This arithmetic presentation of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz is more suitable than the 
standard one for the study of the consistency problem over prime fields of positive 
characteristic. More precisely, let us consider a prime number pe N, IF,. :=Z /?Z the 
prime held of positive characteristic p, and let Kp be an algebraic closure of Uy. For 
every polynomial f & T.[X\,... ,Xn] we denote by / G Z/ pT.[X\,..., X„] the polynomial 
obtained by taking residues (mod p) in the coefficients of f The consistency problem 
over Kp on input system S can now be stated as deciding whether the following 
formula is true or not:

3xi G Kp,..., Bxn & Kp, f(x-i,... ,xn) = 0 forl<z'<s. (3)

One of the main topics of this paper will be the estimation of the number of primes p 
for a given system S such that the formula (3) is false. In order to formalize this 
problem, we introduce the following function (which depends on S):

ns : Z>0

defined by its(x):= the number of primes p such that p<x and formula (3) is true. 
A precise description of this function ng is not known up to now. For the moment, 
only upper and lower bounds are available, which will be improved here.

One of the motivations for this study is the interest in reductions of bounded com
plexity from the consistency problem in characteristic 0 to the consistency problem in 
positive characteristic.

This kind of reductions have been used recently by Koiran in [41], Let us observe 
that the consistency problem has (up to now) worst-case upper time bounds which 
are exponential in the input length, whereas the upper space bounds are known to 
be polynomial by [13], In fact, Koiran’s work is stronger, since it reduces consis
tency problems in characteristic 0 to another relevant question concerning polynomial 
equation systems: the satisfiability problem.

The satisfiability problem for a system SC ¡Fp[Xi,...,X„] is to decide whether there 
exists a solution in Uy” for the system S or not. For fixed prime number p, the sat
isfiability problem is known to be NP-complete due to a result of [19], In [41] a 
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reduction from the consistency problem in characteristic zero to the satisfiability prob
lem in positive characteristic is shown. This yields more precise space bounds for the 
characteristic zero case than those shown in [13], This reduction is based on esti
mates for upper bounds for ng using the results of [44], also yielding a lower bound 
for ng assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis. Corollary 5 on the arithmetic 
Nullstellensatz improves the known upper bounds for ng. In the sequel, we also show a 
lower bound for ng improving on the one presented in [60], assuming the Generalized 
Riemann Hypothesis. This lower bound is a consequence of the studies done in [29, 
28, 25, 30],

Let us observe that if the system S is inconsistent over C, the arithmetic Bezout 
identity (2) holds. In that case, ng is a bounded function. The obvious reason is 
that if (2) holds, then (3) is false for all those prime numbers p such that a^O 
(modjj). In particular, if we know the value of a from the arithmetic Nullstellensatz, 
we immediately obtain the following bound:

ng(x) < log2 |a| for all re N,

where |a| denotes the usual absolute value of a. Conversely, if (1) is a valid formula, 
ng is unbounded but co-finite, i.e. n — ng is a bounded function. Thus, studies around 
the arithmetic Bezout identity (2) with estimates for the absolute value of a (and 
consequently of the coefficients of the polynomials pi,...,ps) are of central relevance 
for estimating ng.

A discussion of the historical achievements around (arithmetic) Bezout identities 
follows. Let us assume now that d is an upper bound for the degrees of the polynomials 
in the input system S = {f\,..., fs} and that h is an upper bound for the absolute values 
of the coefficients of the polynomials in S. First estimates for log2 |a| were obtained 
by the systematic use of upper bounds for the degrees of the polynomials pi,...,ps 
that may occur in a Bezout identity like (2).

Let us assume from now on that the system S is inconsistent and denote by D(d,n) 
the minimum of the degrees of the polynomials g\f\,... ,gsfs in the Bezout identity (2).

The first remarkable achievement in this direction was Hermann’s upper bound 
that stated D(d,n)<d2'', cf. [37], We have to wait until the late 1980s to see ma
jor improvements of Hermann’s bound. In [12-14, 42] the bound was improved to 
£>(d,«)< max{3,d}”, cf. also [22, 65], For the case of d = 2, which seemed to escape 
these techniques, the following bound was obtained in the 1990s, cf. [21, 70]:

£>(d,u) <4ndn

which also holds for o'= 2. Recently, Sombra [78] showed D(d, n) < 2”+1 for d = 2. 
The lower bound D(d,n) >dn — 1 is a consequence of the following example due
to Mora-Lazard-Masser-Philippon, see [12]:

S‘.= {X\,X\(4)

One can interpret Eq. (2) as a big system of linear equations in the unknowns a and 
the coefficients of the polynomials g\,...,gs. Making appropriate use of Cramer’s rule, 
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we obtain a as the determinant of a square submatrix M with approximately (/22'” 
rows and columns. We then conclude

log2 |a| <D(d,n)nlog2 h-

The previous bounds imply the estimation 7tx(x)<log2 |a| < d"2slog2 h, which is still 
far from being satisfactory.

Philippon establishes in his paper [65] the bound

log |a| < (n + 2)2 • (8u + 1)”+2 • (log A + d) ■ dn,

where A is a bound on the absolute values of the coefficients of the input polyno
mials. The contributions of Berenstein and Yger [7, 6] provide the following upper 
bounds:

Ks(x) < log2 lal < ¿(«)d8n+3(log2 h + dlog2 d), (5)

where k(n) is an effective (but super-exponential) bound depending only on n. In [43, 
44] the following upper bound was obtained:

T?(*)  < log2 |a| < (W)c”(log2 h + log2 s)

for a universal constant 0<c<32. These bounds seemed to be a iinal achievement 
because of the following example adapted from the above example (4) for a e Z\ {()}. 
cf. [44, 56]:

S:= {Xi - 2,X2 -Xf,...,Xn-Xnd_,,X„}.

Here we observe that for the constant a obtained from the Bezout equality (2) for this 
inconsistent system S holds log2 |a| >7"'

However, all these approaches had some inconvenience. First of all, their estimates 
depend strongly on the syntactical representation of the polynomials (degree, number 
of variables, absolute value of the coefficients). In particular, for systems of degree 2 
the previous bounds in [6, 7] and [43, 44] yield a bound of order:

^(x) < log2 \a| < ncn+3(log2 h + 2).

Secondly, this dependence from the syntactical representation of the input system S 
hides any special features of the system with respect to arithmetic Bezout identities. 
For instance, these features will not be perceivable when we are facing systems as the 
following one:

S:= {X -1,X2-Xf,...,X„-Xd_,,X„}.

In this example, the integer a& Z\{0} in identity (2) can be chosen to be exactly 1, 
whereas all the approaches cited above yield bounds exponential in n.

In the sequel, we also show that the Nullstellensatz depends on the special features 
of some geometric objects associated to the input system S. We show that we can 
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profit from these special features to improve the estimates for upper bounds of log2 |a|. 
In this sense, the works [23, 43, 44] were fundamental. These contributions essentially 
proved that the polynomials g\,..., gs and the integer a e Z\{()}. occurring in a Bezout 
identity can be chosen with very special features with respect to their representation.

In fact, the authors showed in [44] that g\,...,gs and a can be expressed in terms of 
the input system in a way far better than expected: For the case d > n the polynomials 
g\,...,gs and the integer a can be evaluated by a (certain kind of) program of polyno
mial size <7fThis particular property yields bounds of order equivalent to those in 
(5). Moreover, it was shown that the circuits (straight-line programs) which evaluate 
the polynomials can be computed by a Turing machine running in time essentially 
polynomial in d”log2A.

However, the complexity estimates for the elimination procedures underlying [43, 
44] were also of syntactic nature (they were strongly inspired by [27]). The resulting 
bounds are of syntactic nature too (depending on the bound dn ) and thus cannot pro lit 
from the special features of the input system (as in the example before).

Statement of results. Several intrinsic complexity elimination procedures were devel
oped since then in [29, 43, 28, 25, 30, 60], These elimination procedures have the 
following properties:
• They can be adapted to the syntactic representation chosen to encode the polynomials 

in the input system S.
• Two intrinsic invariants (called the degree and height of the system S) appear in 

the complexity estimates.
These methods have been discussed in detail in [60] and are fundamental to the 

forthcoming Theorems 1 and 2. Let us also mention that these intrinsic elimination 
methods inspired a new type of effective Nullstellensatze with intrinsic degree bounds of 
order Xfidds in [45] and for the sparse monomial representation of order inin{//.y]2(i/+ 
fn)ds in [76, 77], where ds is the geometric degree of the system S as in Definition 50.

An estimate in terms of intrinsic invariants for the representation of the constant 
a & Z\{0} and the polynomials pi,..., gs e Z[Jq,... ,Xn] by straight-line programs (see 
Section 2.2 for a definition) can be obtained as a consequence of the following Theorem:

Theorem 1. There exists a universal constant ci >0 with the following property: Let 
R be the ring of algebraic integers of a given number field K and f\,...,f,f e 
R\X\,... ,Xn\, t<n + \ polynomials of degree at most d. Suppose that the following 
properties are verified:

(i) All the ideals (f,...,f) in K\X\,...,X„] are radical ideals defining a variety 
of co-dimension i for 1 <i <t - 1.

(ii) The polynomial f is not a zero divisor in the residue ring K\X\,... ,Xn\/ 
(fw-Jt-fi-

(iii) The polynomial f belongs to the ideal (fi,...,f) in K\X\,... ,X„],
(iv) There is given a straight-line program T of size L, non-scalar depth £ and 

parameters in a finite set X' c R, such that T evaluates the polynomials f\,...,f,f 
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Let us define <5 as the maximum of the geometric degrees (see Section 3) of the 
intermediate varieties, <5 := max{deg V(fi,..., ff. 1 <i <t - 1}.

(1) Then, there exists a division-free straight-line program fi of size (tdLdf1, 
non-scalar depth O((n + fflog2 <5) and parameters in X U {z e Z: \z\ < (tdLd f1} C R, 
such that fi evaluates polynomials g\,... ,gt eR\X\,... ,Xn\ and a non-zero constant 
aeR\{0} such that the following holds:

a.f = g\.fX------ bgt fi

ll) Moreover, the polynomials g\,...,gt verify the degree bound deg(p;) < 3t2d<5.

Our proof of Theorem 1 (see Section 6) exhibits explicitly such a straight-line 
program I) evaluating the polynomials g\,...,gt. However, the non-scalar depth of 
the straight-line program describing the polynomials obtained in this way is too big 
(of order O(«log2<5)) to yield good bounds for the height of the constant aeR and 
the polynomials g\,..., gt e .,X„] in the Bezout identity.

By an alternative approach, analyzing the parallel complexity of the polynomials 
<7 1 and starting from the so-called geometric solution (see Section 3
for a definition) produced by the algorithm underlying Theorem 1, we yield the fol
lowing result:

Theorem 2. There exists a universal constant c2 > 0 with the following property: Let 
R be the ring of algebraic integers of a given number field K and fi,...,fi,f e 
R[X\,... ,Xn], t<n + l polynomials of degree at most d satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) 
of Theorem 1 above. Suppose we are given a division-free straight-line program T of 
size L, non-scalar depth £ = O(logZ) and parameters in a finite set X cR such that T 
evaluates the polynomials fi,...,fi,f. Then there exists a division-free straight-line 
program T2 of size ((tdfLdf2, non-scalar depth O(log2 i+log2 d+log2Z+log2 <5), and 
parameters in J^U{zeZ: |z| < ((tdfLdf2} CR, such that from the geometric solu
tions of the varieties V(fi,...,fi),l <i <t — \, the straight-line program T2 evaluates 
polynomials h\,... ,ht eR[X\,... ,X„] and a non-zero element beR such that

bf = hifi-\-------\-htfi

holds. Moreover, the polynomials h\,...,ht verify the degree bound deg(A,)<lt2dd.

The proof of the above Theorem 2 as established in Section 7 shows that the straight- 
line program evaluating the polynomials g\,..., gt for the representation found by the al
gorithms underlying Theorems 1 and 2 are, up to constants, the same, i.e. a ' g: = n ' h, 
holds in the above theorems.

The total complexity of the algorithm underlying Theorem 2 is obviously worse than 
the result obtained in the first theorem. This is due to the iterated interpolation technique 
used, which causes an increase in the straight-line program size. Nevertheless, at the 
same time we obtain an improved bound on the non-scalar depth of the straight-line 
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program evaluating the polynomials, and as these are up to constants identical, this 
yields an improved overall bound for the constant a in the Bezout identity.

The two theorems above have meaningful consequences in terms of complexity and 
arithmetic estimates for the membership problem in complete intersection ideals. As 
a first consequence of Theorem 1, the method described in Section 6, and the results 
obtained in the series of papers [29, 43, 28, 25, 30, 60] we have:

Corollary 3 (Bounds on the complexity). With the same notations and hypotheses as 
in Theorem 1, let R = T. be the ring of integers. Then there exists a bounded er
ror probability Turing machine M which takes as input polynomials f\,...,f,f in 

.. ,Xn\ and produces a straight-line program computing a constant aeX\{Q} 
and polynomials g\,... ,gt eI.[X\,... ,Xn] verifying-.

af = g\f\ 3----------bgtf-

Moreover, the running time of M is polynomial in ndLb.

On the other hand, Theorem 2 is helpful to obtain arithmetic estimates for the 
polynomials occurring as quotients in a division modulo a complete intersection ideal. 
We have chosen two different height measures for polynomials. The first one takes 
only Archimedean absolute values into account for polynomials geR[Xi,...,X„], The 
second one is the invariant (logarithmic) height as introduced by Philippon in the 
series of papers [66-68] to give a notion of height for unmixed homogeneous ideals 
(here invariance means invariance under scalar multiplication). In particular, using the 
notation of Theorems 1 and 2, the invariant heights of u and b^lg agree. For a 
finite subset .X = {a\,..., am} CR we define the height ht(X) as the logarithmic height 
(following [50]) of the projective point (1 :a\: ... :am).

We have the following corollary to Theorem 2:

Corollary 4 (Bounds on the height). There exists a universal constant <v > 0 with the 
following property: With the same notations and assumptions as in Theorem 2, let 
g, g be respectively the quantities defined by

g := in;ix{/?/(I'(/i,.. .,f)): 1 < i < t — 1},

g := max{At(F(/i,.. .,/]•)): 1 < i < t — 1},

where ht(V(f,...,fi)) is the normalized logarithmic height of the variety V(fi,...,fi) 
which takes into account only the archimedean absolute values, whereas 
ht(V(fi,...,fif) is the invariant logarithmic height of the elimination polynomials 
of V(f\,...,fi) (see Definition 38).

For the constant b and the polynomials h\,...,ht as evaluated by the straight-line 
program of Theorem 2 the following estimates hold:

max{ht(b),ht(f),..., ht(ht')} < (ndLS'ffg + ht(Xf),

max{ht(b),ht(f),..., ht(ht')} < (ndLb fffi + ht(Xf).
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Let us remark that ht(a) = ht(b) = 1 holds and the polynomials evaluated
by the straight-line program of Theorem 1 also verify that

ht{gi) = ht(hi) < (ndbffq + htffc)).

Conditions (i) and (ii) imposed on the polynomials in Theorem 1 and also
in Theorem 2 may seem very restrictive, but this is not the case as will be shown in 
Section 5.

In a purely existential form, combining Theorems 1 and 2 above, we can also show 
estimates for the Arithmetic Nullstellensatz of the following minimal nature.

Let S = {f,..., fs} FR[X\,... ,Xn\ be a sequence of polynomials of degree at most 
d generating the trivial ideal in K[Xi,... ,Xn], For every positive integer H e N, we 
define the class Sh of sequences of polynomials F :=(F\,...,Ff) with 1 <r<«+ 1 
with the following properties:

(1) for every i, 1 <z'<r,F; is not a zero divisor in K[Xi,... ,Xn]/(F\,... ,Fi_i);
(ii) for every z, 1 <i <r — 1 the ideal (F\,... ,Ff) is a radical ideal of codimension 

i in K[X,...,Xn\;
(in) (F1,...,Fr) = (/1,...,/s) in A[Xi,...,X„];
(iv) there exist integer numbers Ay e Z with 1 < z < r and 1 < j < s such that | Ay | < H 

and Fi = fnfi-\-------1- fsfs.
Estimates for H such that Sh 0 are shown in Section 5 below. In fact, there exists 

a universal constant ci >0 such that for every given system S and every H > dCi" the 
set Sh is non-empty.

Now, let S C ,... ,X„] be a finite system defining the trivial ideal in K[Xi,Xn] 
and H e N such that Sh 0- For every sequence F = (F\,... ,Fr) e Sh we define:
• 3(F) := max{deg E(Fi,... ,F;): 1 < i < r— 1} where deg E(Fi,... ,F;) is the geomet

ric degree of the unmixed algebraic variety E(Fi,...,F;):={xeC”: F](x) = 0,..., 
F,(x) = 0} of codimension z. Here geometric degree is used as introduced in [34] 
without counting multiplicities or points at infinity.

• if(F):= max{y(E(Fi,...,F;)): 1 <i<r— 1} where if(E(Fi,... ,F;)) is the logarith
mic invariant height of the variety E(Fi,...,F;)CC” as introduced in [66-68],

• t](F'):= max{y(E(Fi,...,F;)): 1 <i<r— 1} where r](V(F},... ,Fi)) is the logarith
mic height of the variety taking into account only archimedean absolute values.

From these estimates we can define the minimal tradeoff between degree and height 
of a system S. With the previous notions and notations, given S CR[X\,... ,Xn] and 
H e N such that Sh f ft, we define

<5 x := mm{<5(F) • y(F): FeSH},

where <5mm(S,H) := mm{<5(F): FeSH}, fmm(S,H):=3 x ymm(S,^)/<5mm(S,^).

Corollary 5 (Existential estimates for the Arithmetic Nullstellensatz). With the pre
vious notations, let S={f,...,fs}eI[X\,...,Xn] be a sequence of polynomials of 
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degree at most d generating the trivial ideal in K\X\,...,Xn\. Let us assume that the 
polynomials in S can be evaluated by a non-scalar straight-line program of size L, 
non-scalar depth £ = O(log2Z) and parameters in a finite set ^C{ze£ |x| < h}. 
Let H e N be such that Sh 0. Then, there exists a universal constant c > 0 and a 
non-zero aeR\{0} such that the following holds:

(i) a = gxfa 4-------bgsfs,
(ii) dce( </ ) < Xfdbmm(S.H) holds for \<i<s,

(iii) The invariant (logarithmic) height of g\,...,gt verifies the following upper 
bound:

ht(gfi) < (ndLdmifiS,H))c(ht(Xfi + ^(S,#) + log2 H + log2 s).

(iv) The polynomials g\,...,gseR[X\,...,Xn\ and the constant aeR\{0} can be 
evaluated by a straight-line program over K of size (ndLdmin(S,H)f and parameters 
in

vU|zt?: |z| < m.sx{(ndL5mifiS,H))c,H}}.

Here, ht(gi) is the above-mentioned notion of height for multivariate polynomials 
introduced by Philippon in [64], However, these estimates will equally hold for any 
reasonable notion of logarithmic invariant height. As observed in Section 5 below, 
there exists a universal constant c>0 such that for H>(dcn, we have Sh w0.

These existential estimates are complementary of some others of a more computa
tional nature we are going to introduce. Let us observe that for approriate bounds H 
a procedure to find some sequence I X .X is given in Section 5 below. However, the 
computable sequence F is not necessarily the best one in the sense of minimizing the 
product of <5min and

Thus, we have also developed a notion of degree and height of a system S according 
to the computational feasablity of this S & Sh- These notions are essentially the geo
metric degree of the system ds, and the logarithmic archimedean height of the system 
gs and the logarithmic invariant height of the system gs as defined in Section 5 below.

Let us remark that these notions depend on the geometric and arithmetic features of 
the input system, independently of the syntactic representation of the polynomials in S. 
Let us also remark that ¿s is in any case at most d;; 1 and that applying for instance 
the results of [44], gs and gs can be shown to be of order d0(n).

Actually, the procedure followed in Section 6 to show Theorems 1, 2 and Corolla
ries 3-5 (which are existential statements) is the description of an algorithmic procedure 
based on previous statements and geometric elimination methods (see for example 
[29, 43, 28, 25, 30, 60]). We also obtain the following statements:

Corollary 6 (Membership problem for complete intersection varieties). Let R be the 
ring of algebraic integers of a number field K and for t<n, f\,...,f,f eK[X\,.. . ,X„] 
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polynomials of degree at most d verifying the following hypotheses:
(i) the ideal f\,...,f in K[Xi,... ,X„] is a complete intersection ideal of codimen

sion t,
(ii) the polynomial f belongs to the ideal (f\,...,f) of and

(iii) there exists a non-scalar straight-line program T of size L, non-scalar depth 
£ = O(log2Z) and parameters in a finite set £X c R.
Then, there exist a non-zero constant a e R\{()} and polynomials g\,...,gte A[Xi,..., 
X„] such that the following properties hold:

(i) af = g\fi H-------bgtft,
(ii) max{deg(p,): 1 <i <t} <3t2dd, where <5 is the degree of the system f\,...,f,

(iii) the polynomials a~xg\,... ,a~xgt can be evaluated by a non-scalar straight-
line program over K of size (tdLd)0(V> using parameters in \a\<(tdL
<5)0(1)},

(iv) the logarithmic height of a,g\,...,gt verify the following bounds:

ht(a) < (tdLd)0(V>(ht(tX) + g), hfigfi < (tdLd)0(V>(ht(tX) + g),

where g is the (logarithmic) height of the system f\,...,f, as defined in 
Section 3.

(v) the invariant (logarithmic) height of the polynomials g\,...,gt verifies the 
following upper bound:

ht(a~fi) = ht(gi) < (tdLd f^ fihtfX) + g).

As in Corollary 5, a straight-line program evaluating the integer a and the poly
nomials pi,..., gt e Z[Xi,... ,X„] can be computed by a bounded error probability Tur
ing machine running in time

(tdLS)0^.

We are now in conditions to give upper bounds for the function ng. In particular, we 
obtain directly from claim (iv) of Corollary 5 the following upper bound:

Corollary 7 (Upper bounds for ng). There exists a universal constant ci>0 (in 
particular, independent of x) such that for every given system S = {f,...,fs} C 
X\X\,... ,Xn] of polynomials verifying the hypotheses of Corollary 5, the function 
ng: N N verifies the bound

ng(x) < (ndLdgffhtfft ) + gs + log2 s).

The reduction of the consistency problem in characteristic zero to positive charac
teristic is not satisfactorily characterized by the upper and lower bounds obtained for 
ng. Another outstanding estimate concerns density questions in the following sense:

Supposing that S is inconsistent, ng is a bounded function. We are also interested 
in the following density question:
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Given a system of multivariate polynomial equations SC Z[W,...,Xn\, inconsistent 
over C. Let IP denote the set of all primes and let IC P be a given finite set of prime 
numbers. We are interested in estimates of the ratio of prime numbers pel such 
that the system S remains inconsistent when reduced mod p and the cardinality of I. 
We define a density function depending only on the system S and the set of chosen 
primes I:

#{p&I: 8 (mod p) is inconsistent}

Estimates for density functions depending on the representation of a in terms of arith
metic operations were initiated in the late 1970s and early 1980s (as in [71, 38], cf. 
also [63]). Here, we give the following lower bound for Ps(.I):

Corollary 8. There exist universal constants c2,c3>0 such that the following holds: 
For every given system of multivariate polynomials S = {f,... ,fs} C Z[W,... ,X„] 
verifying the hypotheses of Corollary 5, and for every finite subset IC P we have

(i) Psf ) > 1 - (M^) + log2Z)(<W)C2W),
(ii) P5(/)>1-2^/#(7),

where := max{c31og2 (ndLdg ffls + htfX) + log2s)}.

Let us observe that the first bound does not take into account the height of the inter
mediate varieties whereas the second one is polynomial in all the parameters involved. 
These lower bounds can be applied to estimate densities for small prime numbers as 
done in the following corollary:

Corollary 9. There exist universal constants c2,c2>(} such that the following holds: 
For every given system of polynomials S = {fi,...,fs}CZ.[Xi,...,X„] verifying the 
hypotheses of Corollary 5, we have

(i) The probability that, choosing at random a prime number pel of bit length 
bounded by (htfF) + log2Z)(<5Js'«2'ff^n such that the modular system

/1,...,/seF;;[X1,...X] (6)

is inconsistent, is at least
(ii) The probability that choosing at random a prime number pel in the set 

{2,..., (ndLds)c's (htfX)+gs+\og2 s)} such that the modular system (6) is inconsistent, 
is at least

Observe that the first bound does not take into account the height of the system. 
The second bound yields together with the bounds obtained in [43, 44] a reduction 
from inconsistent systems in characteristic 0 to inconsistent systems in characteristic 
p, where the bit length of p is polynomial in the input size.
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As for the lower bounds for ns, we make use of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis 
and Chebotarev’s Density Theorem to obtain the following lower bound in terms of 
intrinsic parameters:

Theorem 10 (Lower bounds for ns, Morais [60]). For consistent systems S the fol
lowing lower bound holds-.

2. Fixing notations and notions

For the correct and precise elaboration of the results announced in the introduction 
ingredients from different fields are required. Most of the material is common knowl
edge, well spread over the mathematical literature. Nevertheless, as the topics range 
from theoretical computer science to algebraic and diophantine geometry, commutative 
algebra and back, it is very unlikely that all of the literature covered is available to 
all of the readers. Therefore, we settle in this section the necessary definitions and 
properties in a succinct form. In this way, the reader will hopefully be able to follow 
even the less familiar notions and relations up to a level allowing him to proceed to 
the forthcoming sections. Also included are several references giving a more complete 
view on the subjects.

In Section 2.1, the notation used for multivariate polynomials, absolute values over 
number fields and the Mahler measure of a polynomial are introduced. Then we briefly 
discuss in Section 2.2 the theoretical background of the complexity model chosen in 
this work for the metric measures introduced in Section 2.1.4.

2.1. Basic ingredients

2.1.1. Multivariate polynomials
A multivariate polynomial over a field K is a syntactic mathematical object whose 

existence is due to the systematic study of a certain class of semantical objects: the 
polynomial functions

f:Kn->K.

Thus, in a polynomial we may observe two aspects: the syntactical and the semantical. 
Years of tradition in the systematic study of polynomial functions have established a 
convention of representing them by their monomial expansions. Therefore, a relevant 
part of the mathematical studies has tried to relate both aspects. Several different esti
mates have been used just to connect the syntactical representation and the semantical 
geometric object, for instance, relating the degree of a polynomial and the degrees of 
the hypersurfaces given as the fibers / ' ( {0}).
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In what follows we give the notation for the dense monomial encoding: Let (•, ■) 
denote the standard hermitian product on the held of complex numbers C. For every 
complex number a e C we denote by |a| := (a, a) its absolute value. Each multivariate
complex polynomial PeC[Xi,...,X„] has a dense representation of the form

P{X...,Xn)=
\p,\<d

where d := deg(P) denotes the total degree of P, Ju:=(Jui,...,Ju„)e N” is a multi
index, |/z| :=jUi -I------ \-pn is its length and P; are coefficients in C. Whereas the degree
is an outstanding syntactical invariant for the geometry of the hypersurface defined 
by a polynomial, other metric measures are required when diophantine properties are 
studied. We define the (standard) weight of a complex polynomial P &C[X\,... ,Xn] 
as

wt(P):= 52 \Pfi.
\p,\

The number of monomials of a multivariate polynomial P of total degree d is given 
by the length of the vector of coefficients of P in the dense monomial encoding, which

2.7.2. Absolute values over number fields
We resume here in a very concise form the language and notation used for absolute 

values over number fields. For an introduction refer to e.g. [50, Ch. 1] whereas a more 
complete exposition of the theory of absolute values can be found in Artin’s Algebraic 
Numbers and Algebraic Functions or [55], Let R be the ring of algebraic integers of 
a number field K and let IK be an algebraic closure of K.

By K we denote the completion of K with respect to the absolute value | • |v and by 
IKV we shall denote the algebraic closure of Kv. For the sake of simplicity we assume 
that for archimedean v its algebraic closure IKV is included in C.

Finally, according to whether | • |v is archimedean or not, we shall denote by nv the 
degree of K, over the completion of <□ with respect to the absolute value | • |v: <Q —> IR. 
Following [50], let Mg be a proper set of absolute values of K. We assume that Mg 
has been chosen such that it satisfies Weil’s product formula with multiplicities np. 
For all .vi

i^ai£"’i°gW-=o (7)
L J vEMk

holds, where log stands for the natural logarithm, cf. [50, Ch. 2], Let us recall that by 
[50, Proposition 4.3] for any given absolute value w on Q and all absolute values v 
extending w to K, the following holds:

5>V = [^:Q]- (8)
vlw
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Observe that the proper set of absolute values Mp has only a finite number of 
archimedean absolute values (precisely the independent extensions of the ordinary 
archimedean value on (Q to K induced by the non-isomorphic embeddings of K into 
C, see below).

Let us recall that for archimedean valuations, i.e. v&S, the absolute value | • |v is 
defined in the following terms: for every v e S there exists an associated embedding 
av : K —> C such that for all aëK,

|a|v:=K(a)|,

where | • | stands for the usual absolute value in C. For archimedean valuations v G S, 
given P a polynomial in P[Jj,... ,Xn\, we denote by av(P) the polynomial in C[Jq,..., 
X„] given by

uv(P):= 52 afPfXf---XnX
\p,\<d

Now, for all valuations v G Mp we define the height of P with respect to the absolute 
value | • |v as the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients of P with respect 
to | • |v, i.e. Hf P) := max^i^ {\P^| }. We define in the same way for a finite set X Ç.R 
the height of X with respect to the absolute value | • |v as H-fX) := max{|a|v: a G X}. 
We define for archimedean absolute values the weight of P with respect to the absolute 
value | • |v as the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients of P, i.e. for a polyno
mial P G R[X\,... ,Xn] as wtv(P) := l^lv- Let us remark that wtv(P) = wt(av(P))
holds. Finally, for all absolute values v&Mp, we define the logarithmic height with 
respect to the absolute value | • |v as htfX):=\ogHfX) and htfPf.= \ogHfP).

2.L3. Mahler measure of multivariate polynomials
In the context of transcendental number theory, Philippon used the Mahler measure 

to derive a notion of height for projective varieties in [64], which in the simplest case 
coincides with the logarithmic absolute height of the point described. Later on, the 
author observed “/e parallélisme qui existe entre cette hauteur et le degré des variétés 
projectives” and showed this by establishing an arithmetic Bézout inequality in [66],

This remark, together with the discussion of possible alternative definitions for the 
height of a projective variety (which were shown to be equivalent in a precise sense, 
see [66, Par. 1 ] ) gave rise to our hope, that a similar behaviour would certainly hold for 
a (suitably defined) version of height for affine algebraic varieties and the geometric 
degree as defined in [34] (see Section 3.3).

The Mahler measure of multivariate polynomials was used in [64] and more recently 
in [66-68], We begin in this subsection with the introduction of the Mahler measure for 
multivariate polynomials to discuss different possible notions of height in the following 
Section 2.1.4.

When dealing with complex polynomials, i.e. when P is seen as element of C[W, 
...,Xn], an interesting metric measure is available: the Mahler measure M(P) of the 
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polynomial P. M(P) is defined as zero for the zero polynomial P = 0 and for non-zero 
polynomials as

W):=exp^ ■■■ h log |P(e2ltiil,...,e2ltii")| dfi

Sometimes we prefer to use the logarithmic Mahler measure which is obviously given 
as m(P):=logM(P), where log is the natural logarithm. In [51], the author used 
precisely this notion for univariate polynomials under the form

d
M(P) := |a0| J^max-fl, |a,-1},

Z=1

where P is a univariate complex polynomial verifying P = aollf=i ~ a)- Let us 
recall that the link between these two versions of the same invariant is Jensen’s formula 
[50, p. 60], The Mahler measure is closely related to the standard weight wt of the 
corresponding complex polynomial. In [64] it was observed that for every complex 
polynomial PeC[Xi,...,X„] the following inequalities hold:

mfP) < log wt(P) < m(P) + d log(n + 1). (9)

A short resume of the main relations between Mahler measure and degree/number of 
variables of the polynomial can be found in [50, pp. 59-62], We will make use of a 
particular feature of the Mahler measure M, the fact that it is a multiplicative function. 
This means that M(PQ)=M(P) ■ M(Q) holds. This multiplicative character is quite 
relevant for arithmetic Bezout inequalities (as in [66-68]) and we shall use this in 
Section 2.3 to estimate the height of polynomials given by straight-line programs.

However, the behaviour of the Mahler measure with respect to additions of polyno
mials is not as comfortable (cf. [64]):

m(P + Q) < m(P) + m(Q) + (deg(P) + deg(<2))log(u + 1).

On the other hand, the standard weight is very well suited when dealing with the 
addition of polynomials: it verifies the triangular inequality wt(P+Q) < wt(P) + wt(Q), 
but it is not as comfortable for products of polynomials. In the sequel we shall profit 
from the features of each measure (and their relation).

With the same notations as before, we define for archimedean absolute values | • |v 
and polynomials PeR[X\,...,Xn] the Mahler measure of P with respect to v as

MfP) :=M(av(P)) and mv(P) := m(av(P)).

Of course, this Mahler measure inherits all properties of the usual Mahler measure 
m(P) for complex polynomials through the embedding av.

2.1.4. Different notions of height
The measures we have chosen for the estimation of degrees and heights in our com

plexity study have a double aspect: geometric and diophantine. The geometric aspect 
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refers to properties coming from algebraic geometry. Typically, we may consider de
grees of polynomials, number of monomials or the cardinality of zero-dimensional solu
tion sets given by systems of multivariate polynomial equations. The diophantine aspect 
is more concerned with metric properties of the polynomials and the solution sets.

Our idea here for obtaining improved bounds for the arithmetic Nullstellensatz is 
based on estimations of the metric properties of the straight-line programs appearing 
in the concepts developed in [29, 43, 44, 28, 25, 30, 60],

Both Nesterenko and Philippon considered in their works the Chow form or elim
ination polynomial for the introduction of a notion of height for equi-dimensional 
varieties. Furthermore, Philippon used the Mahler measure for the definition of an in
variant height for projective varieties over the algebraic closure of <□ by considering 
local height functions on the Chow form of the variety.

For the estimations of ns or Pg it is sufficient to work with a rather simple notion 
of height, but this is not the case for the arithmetic Nullstellensatz. We will compare 
the pairs of (suitably defined) invariant height, archimedean height and elimination 
polynomial and geometric solution.

To give precise definitions of what we are going to use, we start with the standard 
definition for the height of a projective point (cf. [50]).

Given a projective point cr.= (ag-.a\ : ... : apf) 6 P^X) with coordinates in the 
number field K, we define the height of a projective point a as

/ \1/M
H(a):= i H max{|a,|v: 0 < / < TV}”’I

\ vCMk /

which does not depend on the number field K under consideration. Given a finite set 
.jp'.= {bi. 0 <i <jV} CX, we can associate a projective point in P^+^X) at a finite 
distance:

^i:=(l:h0: f : ■ ■ ■ : bN) G P^X).

Looking at the height of this projective point yields a notion of height of the finite set 
namely H\,

Xi(^):=X(^i)= I H max{l,|Zy|v: 0<z <#}”’)

Let us observe that if the finite set consists of just one point = {a} gX, the 
height HffF) gives the usual notion of height of the algebraic number aGX. Observe 
that the consequence of embedding as a projective point at a finite distance has 
strong consequences for the derived height H\, when is contained in the ring of 
algebraic integers of X. In this case, only the archimedean absolute values contribute 
to the height and the following holds:

/ \ IM : QJ

Hf^) = I IImax{lJ^I,: 0<z<X}n’ I
Yves' /
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Using the height H\ as introduced above, we can derive the following notion of loga
rithmic height for a finite set A :

the logarithmic height htfFy.= \ogH\(fF).

As our main concern are metric estimates for multivariate polynomials P & P[W,... ,Xn], 
and since we do not have to relate the obtained estimates with any particular coeffi
cient of the polynomial, we can identify the polynomial P with the finite set A of 
cardinality N of its coefficients Zy. This will do for us using any arbitrary enumeration 
of the coefficients.

Now, we place the point obtained from the coefficients of P at finite distance as 
before, and obtain a definition for the height of the polynomial P denoted by HfP) as

1/[X:Q]

#i(P):= n max{l,|Z>,|v: 0</<Ap

1/IX : Q]

JJ max{l,\bi\v: 0<z<A}”’

vEMk

Similarly, we define the logarithmic height of the polynomial P as htfP) :=log/fi(P). 
Observe that the logarithmic height ht defined above is non-negative. As in [64] and 
[66] we introduce the Mahler measure instead of archimedean absolute values to define 
the invariant logarithmic height of a polynomial P as

M^):= [A^] \^2n'>m^p)+ nvhtv(p)

Because of Weil’s product formula (7) we easily conclude that ht is invariant under 
scalar multiplication by algebraic numbers, i.e. for non-zero a in R and non-zero poly
nomials P in holds ht(aP) = ht(P). Just as the previously defined height
ht, this new measure ht is also non-negative. From the proof of [64, Proposition 1.12], 
we obtain the following result:

For every non-zero polynomial P e C[W,... ,Wn] of degree d, there exists /¿eN", 
\lf<d, such that the coefficient P, of ff is non-zero and for all archimedean absolute 
values | • |v holds:

Since this inequality also holds for non-archimedean absolute values, we conclude

ht(P) = 1 ^2nvmv(,p)+ nvhtv(p)

L J vEMk 
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Using the relation between the Mahler measure and the weight for archimedean abso
lute values we obtain for every polynomial PtR[X\,...,Xn] of degree at most D the 
estimation

ht(P) < log + ht(P).

Philippon’s notion of invariant height ht as de lined above has been chosen because of 
the good behaviour of the Mahler measure in terms of multiplication of polynomials. 
This has been illustrated by a Bezout equality in [66-68],

Observe that using the above definition of invariant height ht, for any two multivari
ate polynomials f,geR[X\,...,Xn] holds ht(f g') = ht(f) + ht(g'). This property will 
be useful to relate the height of a variety to the height of its irreducible components 
in a very natural form.

One might argue that the behaviour of Philippon’s invariant height ht with respect 
to other arithmetic operations with polynomials (such as additions) is more difficult to 
analyse. However, this drawback is less relevant since the height depends essentially 
on the non-scalar arithmetic operations (as remarked in [44]). The problem appearing 
when dealing with additions can be overcome using the good relations between the 
Mahler measure and the weight, whose behaviour with respect to additions is excel
lent. This is the reason why in our demonstrations the weight appears as a technical 
tool in the estimations.

Remark. For the statements of our results we shall mainly work with ht(P) and ht(P), 
the remaining notation will be used only in the proofs. Let us also observe that all our 
statements concerning htfP) will equally hold using any reasonably defined notion of 
invariant logarithmic height (as for example found in [50]). The same applies to the 
following invariant weight wt:

wfP) := I log wtr(p) + 12 w»KCP)j-

\VG<£ vEMk\S y

We shall need the relations between the Mahler measure of a polynomial and the 
Mahler measure of its coefficients with respect to some distinguished variable. These 
relations can be resumed in the following lemma:

Lemma 11. Let PeR[Xg...,X„][T] be a polynomial of total degree N and degree 
D with respect to the variable T. Let us assume that P has the following form:

P := ap>TD + i ' + •••+ ao,

where a, e R[Xi,... ,Xn], for Q<i <D and an f 0. Then the following estimates hold:
(i) For every absolute value | • |v,

htfaf < htfP) = max{Afi(a;): 0 < i <D},
D

wtfaf < wtv(P) = wtfaf.
i=0
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(ii) For every archimedean absolute value | • |v, we have the following relations 
between the Mahler measure of P and the Mahler measure of its coefficients:

mfaf <mv(P) + log <mv(P) + /)log/).

D
mffiP) <Nlog(n + 1) + y^mv(a;).

i=0

Proof. Property (i) follows immediately. The first inequality of (ii) is a consequence of 
[64, Lemme 1.13], The second inequality follows since the Mahler measure is bounded 
by the weight

D D
MV(P) <wtv(P)= ^^wtfafF ^Mfaffif +«)deg(ai).

z=0 z=0

As a consequence, we obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 12 (Coefficients). With the same notations and assumptions, we have
(i) ht(af < ht(P) = max{At(a;): 0 < i <D},

(ii) ht(af <ht(P) + DlogD,
(iii) ht(P) < N log (n + 1 ) + (D + 1 ) + hiffi').

2.2. Non-scalar straight-line programs

In the sequel we will work with the complexity model of non-scalar straight-line pro
grams (see for instance [35, 80, 63, 59] or [44]): a non-scalar straight-line program is 
a structure which evaluates (and hence represents) a given polynomial of R[Xi,...,Xn], 
taking A-linear operations for free.

Remark. We shall tacitly assume that our straight-line program does not contain any 
division.

We represent a straight-line program for the evaluation of a polynomial P e 
R[X\,...,Xn] by a directed acyclic graph whose nodes are labelled gates which 
perform arithmetical operations. Therefore we identify the nodes of with the corre
sponding gates. The graph disposes of n+1 particular nodes labelled by the variables 
X],...,Xn and the constant 1. These nodes are called the input gates of We define 
the depth of a gate v of our graph as the length of the longest path which joins v with 
some input gate. Let us denote the gates of the directed acyclic graph by pairs of inte
ger numbers (z,y), where i represents the depth of the gate and j is the corresponding 
value of an arbitrary numbering imposed to the set of gates of depth i (this notation 
for the analysis of parallel complexity has been inspired in [58, 57]).
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Definition 13 (Non-scalar straight-line program). A division-free non-scalar straight- 
line program with inputs A), ■ ■ ■ ,Xn is a pair F := (ff Q), where is a directed acyclic 
graph, with n + 1 input gates, unbounded fan-in, and Q is a function that assigns to 
every gate (i,j) one of the following instructions:

z=0: 2o,i:=l, go,2 :=3fi,...,<Qo,n+i

/ \
E ^jQrs1 < i < £■■ Qij :

/ \
E Kf'Qr'A 

rf <z—1 
\ !</<£,/ /

Here, H-’J and Brtjs are indeterminates called the parameters introduced in F. The non- 
scalar size of the straight-line program r is Z(F) = Zo + • • • + L{ (where Zo := n + 1 ) 
and its non-scalar depth d(r) = d (these notions coincide with the notions of size and 
depth of the underlying computation graph).

Observe that the rather complicated notation in Definition 13 (non-scalar straight-line 
program) arises from the fact that a single non-scalar node in the graph represents the 
total of all scalar (i.e. /Minear) operations contributing to this node.

Let us mention that in our notation the sub-indices i,j of the parameters ArA and 
Brt js represent the gate of the multiplication they are assigned to and the super-indices 
r,s correspond to the previous result they involve in the multiplication. We abbreviate 
A = (Af-) and 5 = (5MS ). Semantically speaking the straight-line program F defines 
an evaluation algorithm of the polynomials (intermediate results):

Qi,j = E Qt/A,R)Xf ...XfA
Ml <2y

(10)

Here, each coefficient Qfj(A,If) belongs to the polynomial ring Z[H,5], The result Qtj 
has degree at most 2! with respect to the variables X\,...,Xn.

We obtain a non-scalar straight-line program over a ring R by specialisation of the 
non-scalar straight-line program F, substituting the parameter lists A and B by elements 
of the ring R u = ffX) and ¡3 = js ) (we insist on the fact that apJ,/lMs belong to 
R).

A specialization A —t a, B —> of the parameters of F induces a straight-line program 
(computation) in R[Xi,... ,Xn] in the most obvious way. The intermediate results of this 
specialized straight-line program y are the polynomials of the form Qij(a., [fX\,... ,Xn). 
In this sense we shall say that a given polynomial PeR[Xi,.. .,X„] is evaluable, or 
computable, by (a specialisation of) the straight-line program F if there exists a spe
cialization A_ — a, Jf—f> of the parameters of F such that for some gate (i,f) the 
following equality holds:

P(X,...,Xn) = QlJ(a,p,X,...,Xn). (H)
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Taking into account the representation of (10) we can rewrite identity (11) as

P" = e^(a^)

for all f with |/x| <2! and P;=0 for |/;| > 2;. Let us remark that the degree of such 
a polynomial P = Qpfiu, fi,Xi,... ,Xn) is generically equal to 2! in the space of para
meters.

Finally, P e P[Jq,... ,Xn] is computable by a straight-line program P with parameters 
in the iiiiile set := {c/fi, f>f }.

2.3. Evaluation and height: Some useful bounds

In this section we resume how the notions of straight-line program (Section 2.2) and 
height (Section 2.1.4) relate, establishing bounds for polynomials given by straight-line 
programs using the different notions of height.

First of all, we can easily bound the number of parameters used by a non-scalar 
straight-line program P of size L in n variables by 2Z(Z —(n+1)). We can also bound 
the degrees of the polynomials Qf (of Eq. (10)) as elements in Z[ff,P]:

Lemma 14 (Krick and Pardo [44]). Given a non-scalar straight-line program r, the 
degree of all polynomials is 2!+1 -2 (independently from g and f).

Lemma 15 (Krick and Pardo [44]). Let r be a non-scalar straight-line program over 
R of size Z, non-scalar depth £ and parameters in a finite set 4FC.R that evaluates 
a polynomial P e P[A],... ,X„],

(i) For veS holds max{mv(P), Ap(P)} < log wp(P) < (2^+1 — 2)[logZ + htv(fX f\.
(ii) For v<£S holds htfiP) < log wtv(P~) < (2^+' — 2')htv(fef

(iii) As estimates for the two notions of logarithmic height introduced on page 118 
we have

ht(P)<fM -ffogL + htf^f) and ht(P) <(2m - 2)(logZ +

Proof. Claims (i) and (ii) follow as in [44, Proposition 15], As for claim (iii) we 
have for the logarithmic height ht:

ht(P) = 1 I max{0,htv(P)} + nv max{0, Ap(P)}

\vG<£ v£Mk\S

< -2)(logZ + max{0,H(JP)})

+ nv(2i+x — 2) max{0, htfifiX')}
vEMk\S
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Since Identity (8) holds, we conclude

At(P) < (2i+x - 2)logZ + max{0,HCO
L ' \veAfe

= - 2)logZ + (2m - XfitfiX).

On the other hand, for the invariant logarithmic height ht,

ht(p) = 1 ^2nvmv(P) + 12 nvhtv(p)

vES vEMk\S

^lKLQ]Y-’‘-'aewUP>
L J vEMk

< -2)(10gZ + H(^))

+ 22 "v(2,f+1 “ 2)H(^)
vEMk\S

holds.
Again by Identity (8), we have

At(P) < (2m - 2)logZ + i 22 nfiitfifiF) + 22
yvG<? vEM^\S

= (2m - 2)logZ + (2m - 2)M^)- □

Lemma 16 (Krick and Pardo [44, Proposition 15]). Given an integer aiZ by a 
division-free straight-line program of size L, non-scalar depth £ and parameters in a 
finite set :X GT. of bounded height H, the height of a can be bounded as

\a\<(LHf+l-p.

Lemma 17 (Composition). Let g\,...,gm be polynomials in P[Xi,... ,X„] of degree at 
most D. Let f e Z[Pi,..., Ym] be a polynomial evaluable by a non-scalar straight-line 
program r of size L, non-scalar depth £ and parameters in a finite subset £X QR. Let 
G e R[Xi,... ,X„] be the polynomial given by the composition of f with g\,...,gm, i.e. 
the polynomial given by

G-.= f\gu...,gm)eR[X,...,Xn\.

Then,
(i) for every non-archimedean absolute value | • |v we have

htv(G) < 2e max {htfigfi} + (2,f+1 — 2)htv(fXy,
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(ii) for every archimedean absolute value | • |v we have

mv(G) < log h/.(G)

< 2^ max {log wtfgf} + (2,f+1 - 2)(logZ + htv(^))
1 <z<m

< D2fn + 1) + (2lf+1 - 2)(logZ + htv(^)) + 2e max {mfgf};
1 <z<m

(iii) as for the height with respect to an archimedean absolute value | • |v we have

htv(G) < log wtv(G~)

< (n + l)2lflogD + (2,f+1 - 2)(logZ + htflf')) + 2^ max {htfgf}.
1 <z<m

Moreover, if D is an upper bound for the degrees of the polynomials g\,...,gm, we 
have

mv(G) < 2e max {mv(gf} + (2,f+1 - 2)(mv(J?r) + log!) + Dlog (1 + n).
l<z<m

Proof. Consider the following estimates:
(1) If | • |v is non-archimedean,

deg(/) max {htfgf} + htff) < 2f max {htfgf} + (2m - 2)htffpf 
l<z<m l<z<m

(ii) If | • |v is archimedean we have

mfG) <logwtv(G), logwiv(G) < (2,f+1 - 2)(logZ + htf.^f),

and, finally logwtv(G) < deg(/)max1<,<m{logwfv(g,)}-|-logwtfff The third inequal
ity follows since logwfv(g,) <Dlog(u + 1) + mfgf).

(iii) We apply the same upper bounds as in (ii), noting that htfG) <logwtv(G) and 
logwtv(p/)<(»+l)logZ> + H(di)- □

Corollary 18 (Composition). With the same notation as in the previous lemma we 
conclude

(i) IvtfG) < (n + 1 )2lflogD + (2lf+1 - 2)(logZ + ht(^f) + 2^ maxi<;<ffl{Ai(p;){,
(ii) ht(G)<D2fog(n+ l) + (2'f+1 - 2)(logZ + htffp f) + 2( maxi<;<ffl{At(p;)}.

Proof. We make use of the well-known fact that (1/[AT: <□]) nv = 1. Then, the 
quantities (n + l)2'flogD and (2M — 2)logZ (or D2'flog(u + 1) and (2M — 2)logZ) 
follow from the bounds in the previous Lemma 17. □

2.4. Non-scalar straight-line programs: Technical lemmata

The height estimates for the arithmetic Nullstellensatz announced in Section 1 are 
based on a detailed analysis of the algorithm for geometric solving of multivariate 
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polynomial equation systems defining affine algebraic varieties as developed in [29, 
43, 28, 25, 30, 60],

The height estimates are obtained by bounding appropriately the height of all ele
ments appearing in a “geometric solution” produced by the afore-mentioned elimination 
algorithm (see Section 3.4 for a discussion of this approach).

This involves neccessarily the height analysis of the algorithmic ingredients given in 
terms of straight-line programs, using the notions of height defined in Section 2.1.4. 
Therefore, we resume here briefly some of the results obtained in [28-30, 43, 25, 60] 
for the straight-line program complexity of the subalgorithms involved.

The elimination algorithm as developed in [25] has been analyzed and described in 
detail in [60], which should be considered as a primary reference for the proofs of the 
following statements.

Let us recall the notation: R is the ring of algebraic integers of a number field K 
and IK an algebraic closure of K. We denote by A the ring K[Xi,... ,X] and by F the 
quotient field K(X\,...,Xr) of A.

Due to the iterative character of our algorithms and the fact that we distinguish 
between free and dependent variables, we want to state the technical lemmata in a 
more general form. To facilitate the notation, the ring A will include the free variables 
and the dependent variables are explicitly named.

Berkowitz's algorithm:
One of the central tasks appearing naturally in elimination algorithms when comput

ing with polynomials, is the efficient computation of the determinant and characteristic 
polynomial of a matrix over a polynomial ring. The classical Gaussian elimination 
algorithm computes a solution using O(.V’) arithmetic operations. Even though this 
appears already satisfactory, this approach has two drawbacks: first of all the algo
rithm uses divisions, which makes it unsuitable for computations over an arbitrary 
domain, and second, it has an intrinsically sequential character, thus preventing further 
improvements through parallelism.

These aspects were treated in [20], giving a first parallel algorithm, with restrictions 
on the characteristic of the ground field though. These restrictions were removed in a 
very complicated way in [11], and finally, [17, 8] give practicable algorithms for the 
computation of the determinant as well as the remaining coefficients of the characteristic 
polynomial of a matrix over an arbitrary domain.

The next proposition describes the non-scalar complexity bounds resulting from the 
analysis made in [44] using the algorithm given in [8],

Proposition 19 (Berkowitz [8]; Krick and Pardo [44]). Let A be a ring. There exists 
a non-scalar straight-line program of size Off), non-scalar depth 21og2n + 7 and 
parameters in {-1,0,1} which computes from the entries of every matrix M e JlffiA) 
the coefficients of its characteristic polynomial and, in particular, its determinant 
det(M).
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Vermeidung von Divisionen:
The technique of computing the homogeneous components of a polynomial together 

with the use of the formal power series expansion of a rational function are the main 
ingredients for the following algorithm due to V. Strassen and formulated for non-scalar 
straight-line programs in [44],

Proposition 20 (Strassen [79]; Krick and Pardo [44]). Let T be a non-scalar straight- 
line program of size L, non-scalar depth £ and parameters in a set £X QR that 
computes {fg,...,fm}QR[X\,...,Xn\. Assume that fofO and that fg divides f in 
A[Xi,... ,X„] for all i, 1 <i<m. Then there exists a non-scalar straight-line program 
T' verifying-.

(i) T' computes polynomials {Pi,--- ,Pm} in R[X\,... ,X„] and an integer 6 eR-{Q} 
such that for 1 <i<m, 

fo

holds.
(ii) T' has size of order d0(V)L, where d = maxdeg(y)), non-scalar depth of order 

0(7”) and parameters in the set X' U {0,... ,L(d + 1 )2}.
(iii) The non-scalar depth of T' is of order 0(7”).

Evaluation in a matrix-. Instead of considering only straight-line programs over a poly
nomial ring 7?[Jq,... ,Xn\, we will also make use of its flexible evaluation possibilities 
to compute results over a matrix ring in the following form:

Lemma 21 (Evaluation of a polynomial in matrices, Hagele [33]). Given algebraic
ally independent variables X\,...,Xn over the ring R, let g eR[X\,... ,Xn] be a poly
nomial of degree d\ with respect to the variables Xr+\,... ,Xn which can be computed 
by a straight-line program T of size L, non-scalar depth £ and parameters in a finite 
subset £X c R. For a fixed t with \<t<n let A be the ring of polynomials with 
coefficients in R in the variables X\,...,Xt (i. e. A = 7?[Jq,... ,Xt] ). Let Mt+i,...,Mn be 
N xN matrices with entries in A such that -Mj = Mj - Mi for all i,j and let peA 
be a non-zero polynomial. Then there exists a non-scalar straight-line program T' 
of size (di + 1)2jV0(1)Z and non-scalar depth O(£), such that using parameters in £X 
and taking as inputs the polynomial p and the entries of the matrices Mt+\,... ,Mn, 
the straight-line program T' evaluates all the entries of a matrix Mg e X£tfAi) and a 
non-zero polynomial pg such that

g(Xx,... ,Xt, p-xMt+x„..,p-xMn) = pfixMg.

Moreover, if p is a unit in A, the straight-line program T' can be chosen of size 
LN°m, non-scalar depth £ + 0(1) and a similar parameter set as before.
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Jacobian and pseudo-jacobian:
The distinction of singular from non-singular points of a variety yields the condition 

of the “Jacobian” criterion ([47, Ch. VI, Theorem 1.15]) whose “straight-line program” 
version is presented here (and which will be used to check the condition of reduced 
regular sequence). Combining the formal rules of derivation with Proposition 19, one 
concludes:

Lemma 22. Let be a family of polynomials of A[Xj,...,Xn] evaluated by
a straight-line program of size L and non-scalar depth £. Then there exists a 
straight-line program over A with inputs X\,... ,X„ of size n0(V)L and non-scalar depth 
O(d+log2 n) with the same parameters as which evaluates the Jacobian determinant

J{f\,...,fnY-= det
~ff\

J\<i,j<n

In Section 4.2 we shall work with a specific polynomial called the pseudo-jacobian 
determinant of a given regular sequence. We now introduce this polynomial and say 
how it can be evaluated.

Notation 23. Let f\,..., fn e A[Xi,... ,X„] be a regular sequence in F[Xi,Xn], Fur
thermore, let Y\,...,Yn be new variables. We write Y = (Y\,...,Yn). Fix l<j<n. 
By fjY)'■= fj(Y\,...,Yn') we denote the polynomial obtained from fj substituting the 
variables X\,...,Xn by Y\,...,Yn. In the polynomial ring ^[Ti,...,Tn,W,---,Wn] we 
decompose the polynomial fj — fj in the following (non-unique) way

n

k=\

where fj are polynomials in A[Yj,..., Yn, X\,... ,X„]. Let us consider the determinant 
A of the matrix M = (lk,j}\<k,j<n, namely A := det(Af). This determinant is called a 
pseudo-jacobian determinant of the regular sequence of polynomials f\,...,fn.

Proposition 24 (Giusti et al. [28]; Morais [60]). If d is a bound for the degrees of 
ffn and these polynomials are given by a non-scalar straight-line program T 
of size L and non-scalar depth £, then there exists a straight-line program T' of size 
(nd)0(V)L and non-scalar depth O(log2« + 7”) which evaluates the pseudo-jacobian 
determinant A. The straight-line program T' uses apart from the same parameters 
as T only parameters of T. in {0,...,dc}.

2.5. The equivalence problem for straight-line programs

This subsection deals with the zero-equivalence problem for multivariate polynomials 
given by straight-line programs. This subject was initiated in the late seventies and early 
eighties by several authors (cf. e.g. [85, 72, 36, 38]).
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The renewed interest in the subject is motivated by several recent advances in 
Symbolic and Numeric Solving (see for example [73-75, 29, 1, 25]).

We can state the problem in the following form:

Problem 1 (Zero equivalence). Let K be a number field. Given a division free straight- 
line program r that evaluates a polynomial f eXi[Xi,...,Xn] of degree at most d, 
decide whether f = 0 or not.

The simple-minded approach of computing the coefficients of the dense representa
tion does not work. As observed in [53], deciding whether the ¿th coefficient of the 
polynomial (1 +Xei) ■ ■ ■ (1 + ,V) is zero or not includes the Knapsack problem and 
is hence at least NP-complete.

There are three main approaches to avoid these difficulties, all of them involving the 
following computational problem:

Problem 2. Let K be a number field. Let r be a division free straight-line program 
that evaluates a polynomial f eA[Ai,---,Wn] of degree at most d. If the polynomial 
f is not identically zero in A[xi,...,W„], compute a point xeKn such that f(x)fi0.

The method used to solve Problem 2 is the main difference between the following 
three approaches:
• Probabilistic zero-tests [72, 86],
• Correct test sequences [36, 43],
• Witness methods.

2.5.1. Correct test sequences
The approach based on a non-uniform complexity model using density arguments 

is used by Heintz and Schnorr in [36] to establish the existence of short correct test 
sequences.

Definition 25. Given a set ¡FcR[X\,...,Xn] (which contains the null polynomial) we 
say that a finite set of points IcK' is a correct test sequence for X iff for all P G X 
the following holds:

P|j2=0^P = 0.

Let Iffn^L) be the class of all polynomials in n variables with degree bounded 
by d which can be evaluated by a straight-line program of size L. The following 
theorem taken from [36] states that the height of correct test sequences for Iff n^L) 
is moderate.

Theorem 26 (Heintz and Schnorr [36]). Let L,de^ and let u := 2L(d + l)2, s := 6(L 
+ n)(L + n+ 1). Then, the number of correct test sequences for X\d,n,f) in the set 

is at least uns(l —u~d6f
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Let us define the set W(n,L,f) of all polynomials in n variables over R which can 
be evaluated by a non-scalar straight-line program of size L and non-scalar depth d. 
The following proposition states the existence of a correct test sequence for W(n,L,f) 
of small size and height.

Proposition 27 (Krick and Pardo [44]). Given n,L,d & N with L > n+1, let u := (22+1 
— 2) (2^ + l)2 and t:=6(dL)2. Then the finite set {1,... ,u}nt c T.nt contains at least 
unt (1 - w~i/6) correct test sequences of length t for 4f\n,L,f) (therefore it contains 
at least one correct test sequence of this length).

2.5.2. Witness Theorem
In [36] and more recently in [10] (cf. also [9]) the authors give deterministic methods 

for the solution of Problem 2. The common approach is based on the notion of witness.

Definition 28 (Blum et al. [10]). Let K be an algebraic number field and f eK 
[Xi,...,Xn]. A witness for f is a point w&Kn such that

/(w) = 0=>/ = 0

holds.

The result due to Heintz and Schnorr can be resumed as:

Theorem 29 (Heintz and Schnorr [36]). Let f €Z[Xi,... ,X„] be a polynomial of 
degree bounded by d such that the weight of f is bounded by m. Then, the fol
lowing point is a witness for fi

w := ((2m), (2m/+1,..., (2mfid+rr').

By a similar argument (due to Kronecker) as that of Theorem 29 above, but using 
Weil’s height, we obtain the following statement:

Theorem 30 (Blum et al. [10]). Lei /(A'i,...,An)eA[Ai,...,An] be a polynomial 
that can be evaluated by a division free non-scalar straight-line program of size L 
with parameters in {xi,...,xs}. Then a witness for f can be obtained as the sequence:

(W1,(W1) ,...,(W1) (n >),

where wi can be chosen in
r -AnL^+AL -AnL^+AL -AnI?-+4L
{22 ,x2 ,...,xs2 }.

Observe that the proof is similar to that of [36], with the bounds for the weight 
written in terms of the size of the straight-line program. For more recent results in 
this direction refer to the book [10], As a final remark we give the following theorem, 
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which improves on the height bounds established in Theorem 30 above by considering 
the parallel complexity measure of a straight-line program evaluating the polynomial.

Theorem 31 (Witness Theorem with parallel estimates, Castro et al. [16]). Let f be 
a polynomial in X\f\,...,Tr, Xi,...,X„] evaluable by a non-scalar straight-line pro
gram r of size L, non-scalar depth £ and parameters in {-1,0,1}. Let xi,... ,xr e K 
be some algebraic numbers, and ooge{2,x\,...,xr} such that

Hi(xo)= max{2,77i(xi),...,77i(xr)}.

Let f e K[Xi,... ,Xr] be the polynomial given by f :=F(x\,... ,xr, X\,... ,Xr). Then, 
for N e N such that

logy A'> logy (f + 1) + (f + 2)(log2 log2Z + max{2,log2 rf)

the point fm,... ,mn) eKn given by

N N • ncoi = coq , co; = cO;_i jor i = 2,... ,n

is a witness point for f.

3. Complete intersection varieties

In this section we first recall how the degree and height of an ideal-theoretic complete 
intersection diophantine variety f CK" are defined. The standard method (see e.g. [83, 
Ch. 1.1]) associates to V a birationally isomorphic hypersurface defined as a generic 
projection with respect to a Noether normalisation (see Section 3.2). The height and 
degree of the resulting hypersurface are then defined as height and degree of its defining 
polynomial. This polynomial, called elimination polynomial of V with respect to a 
given Noether normalisation, is closely related with the notion of geometric solution 
as introduced in [29, 44, 28, 25],

Recently, we have discovered that a similar notion has already been considered by 
Kronecker in his work dedicated to Kummer [46], These ideas have been discussed in 
[52, 83], Unfortunately, the developing elimination theory was not able to make good 
use of Kronecker’s ideas. At that time, mathematicians thought that using Kronecker’s 
representation would yield an excessive growth in the degrees and heights of the poly
nomials computed. This impression is wrong since we are in a situation similar to 
Gaussian elimination, where the “cleaning” of common denominators is crucial for the 
resulting complexity of the algorithm.

3.7. Notation

Let us recall the notation: R is the ring of algebraic integers of a number field K 
and IK an algebraic closure of K. We denote by A the ring K[Xi,...,Xr] and by F
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the quotient field K(X\,... ,Xr) of A. An affine algebraic variety V C IK” is said to be 
/t-deii liable. if there exist polynomials f\,..., fs e . ,Xn] such that

V := V(f],...,fs) = {xe IK”: ff x) = fs(x) = ti}.

In the following we are going to consider only A’-delinable varieties. For such a variety 
FCK" we denote by I(V) the ideal in K[Xi,... ,Xn] of all polynomials vanishing on 
V, i.e.

/(V) := {f e K[Xx,... ,X„]: f(x) = 0, Vx e V}.

We also denote by K[V] the reduced residue ring (or coordinate ring of V) K[V] := 
K[Xi,...,X„]/I(X) and recall that the ideal /(F) is radical, i.e. y/(,f\,...,fs)=I(,V) 
holds.

For polynomials g e K[Xi,... ,Xn] we denote by g the equivalence class de lined by g 
in the residue ring A[F], Let us denote by r the dimension of the /t-delinable variety 
V and by s the codimension of V (i.e. s + r = n).

One of the main technical difficulties of the algorithms for geometric solving of 
multivariate polynomial equation systems (as e.g. in [28, 25, 60]) is possibly the very 
tight relation between geometric reasoning and algebraic language used.

We shall mainly use terminology and elementary facts that can be found in classical 
textbooks on commutative algebra, see for example [47, Ch. VI; 54, Ch. 5 + 6; 84, 
Appendix 6]).

3.2. Variables in Noether position

We denote by A the ring K\X\,...,Xf\ and by F the quotient held K(X\,... ,Xr) of 
A. Let FCK" be an algebraic variety of dimension r and I(V) its associated ideal. 
We say that the variables X\,...,Xn are in Noether position with respect to V if the 
following is an integral ring extension:

K[X\,...,Xf\^K[V~\.

The variablesX\,...,Xr are called the free variables (with respect to V) andXr+\,...,Xn 
are called the dependent variables. Let us denote by Nbn(K) the space of all nx n 
matrices with entries in K (Xin(K)=Kn).

It is well-known that there exist generically many matrices N & Jtn(K) such that the 
linear change of coordinates given by the following relation: 

puts the variables V,..., Y„ in Noether position with respect to the variety V Let 
AA(V) C Jfn(K) be the set of all matrices which put the variables in Noether position 
with respect to V.
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The “generically many” condition means that Jd(V') contains a non-empty Zariski- 
open subset. As for the practical consequences, refer to Section 5 for more details. 
In the sequel, we are interested in the case of matrices with coordinates in a ring 
of algebraic integers. We denote by Nf(T) and jfz(V) the sets ._N'(V')(~\Rnxn and 
AQFjn ff reSpectively.

We say that an A-dc ii liable variety V C IK” of codimension s is an ideal-theoretic 
complete intersection if there exist polynomials in -R[A],...,X„] such that
I(V) = (JU...,fs) holds in K[X,...,X„],

Lemma 32 (Radical, Morais [60]). Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and g\,...,gt 
a regular sequence in K[Xi,...,X„], Let us assume that the variables X\,... ,Xn are 
in Noether position with respect to the ideal I = (g\,...,gt), i.e. A=K[Xi,...,Xr] 
K[Xi,...,X„]/I=B is an integral ring extension, where r + t = n. Let J(g\,...,gt) be 
the determinant of the jacobian matrix given by

iw')
\0XJ / l<i<t,r+-l<j<n

Then, the ideal I is radical if and only if J(g\,... ,gt) is not a zero divisor in 
K[X\,... ,Xn]/(g\,... ,gt~).

Proof. See [60, Proposition 27], □

An elementary inductive argument (based on Quillen-Suslin’s Theorem proving 
Serre’s conjecture, cf. [49, 47]) shows the following statement:

Let V C IK” be an ideal-theoretic complete intersection algebraic variety of dimension 
r. Let us assume that the variables X\,... ,X„ are in Noether position with respect to V. 
Then, K[T] is a free K[Xi,...,Xr]-module of finite rank. For a proof of this statement 
see [69, 4] or [31, Lemma 3.3.1],

3.3. Geometric degree

In [34] a notion of (geometric) degree for affine algebraic varieties is introduced. 
Alternative notions can be found in [24, 82], If V is an irreducible algebraic set of 
dimension r, the geometric degree of V is defined as the maximum number of points 
of the intersections of V with affine linear spaces of dimension n — r. For a general 
variety V the degree is defined as the sum of the degrees of its irreducible components. 
We denote by deg(F) the geometric degree of the affine algebraic variety R C IK”.

A Bezout inequality can be established for this notion of geometric degree, 
(cf. [34, 24, 82]) i.e. given affine algebraic sets V, W C IK” we have

deg(F n W)< deg(F)deg(ffi).

This notion of geometric degree has an interesting translation in terms of Noether 
normalisations:
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Let V be an ideal-theoretic complete intersection of dimension r, and Jd(V') the 
Zariski open subset of Jin(K) of all non-singular matrices which put the variables 
in Noether position with respect to V. For every matrix N e xK(L), let us denote by 
rkANK[V] the rank of K[V] as free ^-module, where

/ Ki \ /X.

\Y„J \X„

are the new variables and A\ := A[Ti,...,Yr] such that AN X[Y] is an integral ring 
extension. The following equality may be seen in [34]:

deg(K)= ranx{rkANK\yi: jVGvK(K)}.

As observed in [15, Proposition 1.11] the geometric degree of an affine algebraic 
variety agrees with the geometric degree of its projective closure without counting 
multiplicities.

However, one has to observe that the existing relations between equations and de
gree in projective geometry and commutative algebra cannot be directly translated 
to the affine case. For instance, let Xg,X\,... ,Xn be homogeneous coordinates and 
g\,... ,gseK[Xg,X\,... ,Xn] a regular sequence of homogeneous polynomials. The de
gree of the set of common zeroes of g\,...,gs defined by the Hilbert polynomial is 
exactly the product of the degrees deg(pi) • • • deg(ps).

This number is usually called the Bezout number of g\,...,gs. This behaviour does 
not occur in the affine case. As a simple example, let us consider the regular sequence 
of affine polynomials given by

dl =X] + X] + 1, P2 = X2 - Xi,...,gs=Xs -Xj-p

The geometric degree of the affine variety F(pi,...,ps) is exactly 2, whereas the Bezout 
number is 2s. As the geometric degree does not take into account neither components 
in the infinity hyperplane nor multiplicities, this yields a more “geometric” behaviour 
which is just what we are looking for, as illustrated by the example in Section 3.1.

3.4. Geometric solving

In [63, 25] the notion of geometric solving was introduced to formalize a way of 
describing the ring A[F], where V is an ideal-theoretic complete intersection variety 
of dimension r. Basically, this ring has two main properties. One is the free module 
character of A[F] inherited from a Noether normalization:

A:=K[Xi,...,Xr] K[V].

This can be easily described by means of a basis of A[F] as a free module. The 
second property is the ,1-algebra character of A[F], This means to describe the product 
operation in the ring A[F], This is achieved by means of the following method:
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For every g eK[Xi,... ,X„] we identify the residual class g and the 7f[Xi,...,X]- 
module endomorphism gg defined by: rjg : K[V] K[V], where gg(f)'.= gf, for all 
f eX’fK]. Furthermore, for a fixed free module basis of K[F], we can represent the 
endomorphism gg by a matrix which we denote by Mg. If g = X,-is a dependent variable, 
we denote Mi :=Mx, for r + 1 <i <n and we call these matrices the tensor matrices 
of the algebra K[F].

Let us observe that if geK[Xi,...,X„] and a basis of K[F] is fixed, the matrix Mg 
is given by the following formula:

Mg := g(XG... ,Xr,Mr+i,... ,M„).

Thus, the ring X[F] will be completely described by means of the following elements:
• the Noether normalization, K[Xi,...,Xr] K[F],
• the basis of K[F] as a free module, and
• the tensor matrices Mr+\,... ,Mn.
There exists a geometrical interpretation of the matrices Mg and, more precisely, the 
characteristic and minimal polynomials of Mg. Suppose that the variables are in Noether 
position with respect to FCK" and that geK[Xi,...,X„]. Let us consider the regular 
morphism:

G: r^r-+1, G(Xi,...,Xn):=(Xi,...,X,d(Xi,...,X„)).

We observe that (since the variables are in Noether position) the image of V under 
the action of this mapping G, G(K)C IKr+1, is a hypersurface Ç K'1.

Proposition 33. With this notation, let xg,mg eA[F] be the characteristic and minimal 
polynomial of Mg, respectively. We have

(i) mg = xg/gcd(xg, xg), where x'g is the derivative of xg with respect to the variable 
T,

(ü) VfXg)=V(mg) = fifG in
(in) I(3XG) = (mg) in K[XG... ,Xr,T\,
(iv) deg( ./4 ) = deg(m^) < deg(K) • deg(gf),
(v) degrm?< deg, xg = rkK[Y1,...,rr](K[V]) < deg(F).

Up to now there is no method of admissible complexity known for the computation 
of a basis of K[F] as free ^-module. Recent progress in this sense may be seen in [2], 
Thus, alternative descriptions of the algebra K[F] have been introduced (cf. [25-29, 
46, 23, 43, 53, 60] for more details).

One of these alternative descriptions is the following one. Suppose, as before, that 
you have a Noether normalisation: A :=K[X\,...,Xr] X[F] :=B. Let F = K(XG..., 
Xr) be the quotient held of A and B' the zero-dimensional F-algebra obtained by 
extending scalars to F, i.e. B' = F ®AB.

For most elimination problems, a description of the F-algebra B' will be sufficient to 
proceed. Thus, a geometric solution of an ideal-theoretic complete intersection variety 
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V consists of a Noether normalisation

A = K[X1,...,Xr]^K[7]=B

together with a suitable description of B'.
We are going to show that the following two approaches for the description of ideal 

theoretic complete intersection affine algebraic varieties are equivalent: the descrip
tion using the elimination polynomial or Chow form with respect to a given Noether 
normalization (see for example [81] or the works [66-68]) and the description by a 
geometric solution (consider e.g. [46, 25-27, 23, 44]). For an application of both ap
proaches (even for arbitrary dimension) in the context of polynomial factorization see 
[18, 32],

3.4.1. The elimination polynomial
This approach describes the algebra X[F] by means of a generic projection in terms 

of the dependent variables. With the previous notation, let Ur+\,. ..,Un be new indeter
minates. Let us denote by RU,AU,FU,BU,B'U respectively the rings obtained by extending 
scalars in the following form:

:=7?[L7+i,Un\, Au :=^4[L7+i,Un\,

Fu:=F(Ur+-i,...,Un), Bu:=Au®aB, B'u:=Fu®p B'.

We have that Au Bu is also an integral ring extension and Bu is also a free 
^„-module. We also have

rkAuBu = rkAB, dim^ B'u = di in, B'

and the bases of B and B' extend respectively to bases of Bu and B'u. Let fl be the 
linear form given in terms of the dependent variables by fl := Ur+\Xr+\ + • • • + UnXn 
and let us consider the endomorphism given by

W : Bu^Bu-. gr^fi-g.

Proposition 34. The characteristic polynomial ///E.lff] of agrees with its min
imal polynomial m®eAu[T]. Both have degree equal to rkAB and B'u is isomorphic 
to the Fu-algebra-.

Fu[Tf(m^Tf).

Since R is the ring of algebraic integers of the number field K, there exists a minimal 
non-zero integer number t»íZ\[O} such that C®-m® G R[X\,... ,Xr, Ur+\,..., I7n][T] 
and this constant C® is the coefficient of the highest degree term in T of the min
imal polynomial m®. From now on we denote by m® this polynomial C® • m® in 
Á[W,...,Xr, Ur+P..., i/n][T], It has the form

m® = C® TD + G(W,... ,Xr, Ur+p...,Un, T),
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where deg?G < D — 1, D = XxA[T]. It will be called the elimination polynomial of 
V with respect to the Noether normalization A A[K],

3.4.2. The primitive element
The second approach for the description of the algebra K[F] is most commonly 

used in the design of elimination procedures because of its efficiency. The underlying 
idea consists in specializing the generic parameters X used to define the elimination 
polynomial. We take some concrete data ur+i,...,un &R and the linear form

u := ur+\Xr+\ + • • • + unXn G R\Xr+\,... ,X„].

With the same notations as before, we say that u is a primitive element of K[F] with 
respect to the Noether normalization A K[V] if the characteristic polynomial and 
the minimal polynomial mu of gu agree (i.e. if = holds). In fact, a primitive 
element u verifies that B'=F ®aK[V] and F[T]/(m„(T)) are isomorphic.

This is equivalent to saying that for D = rkAK[V] and ü the class of u modulo I(V) 
the set [1.77...../7/? '} is a basis of the zero-dimensional algebra B' if and only if u 
is primitive element of X[F] with respect to the Noether normalization A X[F],

All these equivalent properties may be illustrated by the following geometric prop
erty. Let U be the regular mapping given by

U : IK” ir+1 : U{Xx,...,Xn) = {Xx,...,Xr,u{Xr+x,...,Xny).

Then, u is a primitive element if and only if U defines a birational isomorphism 
between V and the hypersurface XT given by

:= f t.V,,... ,X+1 ) G ^+1 : mu(X1,... ,X+1 ) = 0}.

Since A X[F] is integral, the inverse ¿7 1 restricted to V of the birational isomor
phism U can be obtained in the following way:

ÎW1 := (W, ■ ■ ■,X, p-1! vr+1 (Ai,... ,Ar+i ),..., /V1 v„(X ■ ,X+i )),

where for r + 1 < i < n, the p,- G A[Ai,... ,Xr] are non-zero polynomials and the n G K 
[Ai,...,Ar,T] are polynomials whose degree with respect to the variable T is at most 
D — 1. The polynomials pr+\Xr+\ — vr+\,... ,pnXn — vn are then called a canonical 
parametrization of the ideal-theoretic complete intersection variety 17

In other words, the following identity between ideals in F[xr+i,...,xn] holds:

F zl 4(V) — (7Uu(u), Pr+\Xr+\ L+l, ■ ■ ■, Pn-^-n On).

Observe that for i = r + the dependent variable Af is parametrized by pf'r,-.

Proposition 35 (Proposition 16, Giusti et al. [28]). Suppose the polynomials pr+\ 
Xr+\ —vr+\,...,pnXn — vn define a canonical parametrization of an ideal-theoretic com
plete intersection variety V. Then, the polynomials pt G A[Xi,... ,AJ \ {0}, r+1 <i<n 
and the coefficients of the polynomials Vj eR[Xi,...,Xr][t] verify the conditions-.
• degp, < (deg K)3,
• the degree of the coefficients of the V{ is <2(degT)3,
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• in K(Yi,...,Yr)[Yr+i,...,Y„] holds the identity (rrt„,pr+iX+i — vr+\,..., pnXn - v„) 
=K.n_

• and ptXi - vfX\,Xr,u) = 0 in K[V].

Let us observe that the information provided by U, and ¿7 1 is sufficient to 
describe K[Y] completely. The set ( I./7...../7/? ' ) is a basis of/ ’ < i A [ L] as a vector 
space. The matrix Mu is the companion matrix of mu with respect to this basis. The 
tensor matrices Mi, for r + 1 < i < n, will be given by

M^pf'vfMu). (12)

The elimination polynomial can be obtained as the characteristic polynomial of the 
matrix given by

n
Y^-pf'vdM,). (13)

z=r+l

Definition 36 (Geometric solution). Let V C IK” be an ideal-theoretic complete inter
section A-dcii liable variety V = V(J\,..., ft) of dimension r, i.e. r + t = n. A geometric 
solution of V is the following list of data:
• a non-singular matrix N &fd(V) such that the set of variables

/ Yr \ /X

\yJ \xn
are in Noether position with respect to V, this means the ring A^ := K[Yi,..., Yr] 
verifies that /l\ X[F] is an integral ring extension;

• a primitive element u = ur+\ Yr+i + • • • + unYn e P[Tr+i,..., Y„] of the integral ring 
extension A\ K[FJ;

• a polynomial Pe7?[Ti,...,Tr][7’] of the form

P = CTD + g(Yh...,Yr,T),

where C e Z\{0},degr g <D — 1 and C T is the minimal polynomial of u with 
respect to K[V] (let us observe that deg,P = rkANK[V\); and finally

• a representation of ¿7 1 given as the list pr+\,..., pneR[Y\,... ,Yr], vr+i,...,vnG. 
7?[Ti,..., Yr][T] with degVj <D — 1 such that

/(K)= (P(u),pr+1Xr+1 - vr+i(u),...,p„X„ -v„(u))

is an equality of ideals in K(Y\,...,Yr)[Yr+\,...,Yn],
Observe that for the minimal polynomial P of the primitive element u holds:

K(x,... ,X„]/(P(m), P.+1X+1 - L+i(H ■ ■ ■,PnXn - vn(u))=K[T-\/(P(T)).
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In [25, 60] a procedure that computes geometric solutions for the varieties Vi = 
for \<i<t is shown. The main statement is described in Section 6 

below.

3.5. Height of complete intersection varieties

Being well conscious about the existing differences between the commutative algebra, 
projective and affine geometrical context, we introduce a notion of height for complete 
intersection varieties which is strongly inspired by the works [61, 62] and [66-68], 
These authors focused their attention on the elimination polynomial of equidimensional 
projective varieties in order to define an appropriate notion of height. In spite of the 
non-homogeneous condition of our ideals we can condense a notion of height for affine 
varieties in the elimination polynomial m®. This depends on the condition of having 
the variables in Noether position, but this is not a relevant restriction as we will see.

Our main goal here is to show that elimination polynomial and geometric solution 
are not only computationally equivalent. They are also equivalent in terms of height 
and we are therefore free to use either in our forthcoming statements.

Definition 37. Let V C IK” be an ideal-theoretic complete intersection /t-deiinable va
riety of dimension r. Let N e aV(V) be a linear change of coordinates that puts the 
variables in Noether position with respect to V. Let Ti,..., Tn be the new variables 
and A=K[Y\,...,Yr] be the ring of polynomials such that /1\ K[V] is an integral 
ring extension. We define:

(i) The degree of V with respect to /l\ as deg(V,N) :=rkANK[V]. Let us observe 
that if m®eA[Ti,...,Tr][I7r+i,...,{7n][7’] is the elimination polynomial of V with 
respect to /l\ (see Section 3.4.1) we have

deg(F,jV)= degjin//.

(ii) The height of V with respect to the Noether normalisation AN as the logarithmic 
height

ht(V,N) := At(m®).

(iii) Finally, Philippon’s invariant height of V with respect to the Noether normal
isation An is:

ht(V,N) := At(m®).

These notions of degree and height may be seen as mappings:

degF : vff(F) R, htr : N\V) R, htr : N\V) R.

To state the forthcoming results in a concise form, we shall restrict the domains of 
these mappings, while trying to minimize the loss of generality. First, we work mainly 
with the set of Noether normalisations N & Af(V) which have integer entries. Second,
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there exists a universal constant c > 0 independent from V such that there exist matrices 
N & vfz(K), N = ny & Z verifying

|«y| <(«deg(K))c. (14)

Finally, we restrict our Noether normalizations to the class of matrices

N(V):={NeJ^(Vy. Hi(N)<(ndeg(V))c>deg(V>N) = deg(K)}.

Definition 38 (Heights). With the previous notations, for an ideal-theoretic complete 
intersection R-definable variety K C IK”, we define

(i) the height of V as ht(V):= max{ht(V,N): N eN(V')},
(ii) and Philippon’s invariant height of V as ht(V):= max{ht(V,N): N eN(V')}.

3.6. Relations between both approaches

This section shows that the two approaches for the description of F K[F] via 
elimination polynomial and geometric solution are essentially equivalent, both in terms 
of computational and height estimates.

3.6.1. Computational equivalence
From the geometric solution to the elimination polynomial. Let us assume that we 

have a complete intersection variety FC K" of dimension r, generated by and that 
I(V) = (J\,..., fn-r). Let N & V) be a linear change of coordinates which puts the 
variables in Noether position with respect to V, i.e. the new set of variables (Ti,..., Y„) 
given by

/ Ki \ /Xi

\Y„J \X„

verifies that the following is an integral ring extension: A=K[Y\,...,Yr] K[Y\,...,
Yn]/I(V) = B. Let D e N be the rank of B as free ^-module. Let (7r+1,..., Un be a new 
set of variables and

= F4+1W+1 + • • • + UnXn

the generic projection. The elimination polynomial m® as introduced in Section 3.4.1 
can be obtained as the characteristic polynomial of the matrix:

Af® = Tr+\Mr+\ + • • • + TnMn,

where the matrices Mi are the tensor matrices Mv, of A B describing the multipli
cation by the dependent variables Xi for r + 1 <i< n.

Thus, using Proposition 19 (Berkowitz) we can obtain the characteristic poly
nomial of Ai® by a straight-line program II, of size II/'. non-scalar depth 
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2log2 /> + 7 = O(log2D) and parameters in {—1,0,1} which takes as inputs the entries 
of the matrix and outputs the coefficients of the elimination polynomial in f := 
A[Ur+1,...,U„J.

Now, let us consider a geometric solution of the variety V (as introduced in Sec
tion 3.4) consisting of
• a primitive element u (Section 3.4.2),
• the minimal polynomial mudA[Z] of u and
• the canonical parametrizations pjXf — vfZ) for r + 1 < i < n.
Let Mu be the companion matrix of mu. Then, by Eq. (12) we can compute a multiple 
of the tensor matrix Mi as piMi = Vi(Mu'). Defining p := n”=r+1Pi, we have

pMi% := Ur+\ I J | pi I • vr+fMu) + • • • + Un I J| pi I vn(Mu).
V#+l / \ ifn J

Thus, applying Proposition 19 (Berkowitz) there exists a non-scalar straight-line pro
gram Ti of size O(nD), non-scalar depth O(max{log2 u,log2D}), and parameters in 
{ — 1,0,1} Ç Z, which takes as inputs
• the new variables Ur+\,...,Un,
• the coefficients of p,
• the coefficients of the polynomials vr+\,...,vn and
• the polynomials pr+\,...,pn
and outputs the entries of the matrix p\!u. Finally, let us consider the coordinate 
change given by the variables Z and Z' related by Z' = pZ. Then, we have

pD det(Z - Mpu) = det(pZ - pM<m) = det(Z' - pM<m).

So, the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial can be obtained by dividing the 
coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of p\!u (as obtained by the straight-line 
program A) by l/pD. We then conclude the following proposition:

Proposition 39. There exists a non-scalar straight-line program T of size Oft ■ D) + 
D0(r>, non-scalar depth O(log2 n + log2D), and parameters in {-1,0,1}, which takes 
as inputs
• the variables Ur+\,... ,Un,
• the coefficients of the minimal polynomial mu of the primitive element u,
• the coefficients of the polynomials vr+\,...,vn and
• the polynomials pr+\,...,pn
and, applying Proposition 20 (Fermeidung von Divisionen), outputs the coefficients 
of the elimination polynomial yyu-

From the elimination polynomial to the geometric solution. Conversely, let us sup
pose now that we are given an elimination polynomial of the variety V with respect to 
a fixed Noether normalisation N. In [43, 44] a well-parallelizable method was exposed, 
which transforms the coefficients of the elimination polynomial into the coefficients of 
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the geometric solution of the variety V. Roughly speaking, the method is expressed as 
a well-parallelizable straight-line program (of appropriate size) performing this trans
formation. A brief sketch of this method runs as follows:

Let fl := Ur+\Xr+\ + • • • + UnXn be the generic projection with respect to a Noether 
normalisation A=K[X\,... ,Xr] A[K], Let be its minimal polynomial in A[Ur+i, 
...,L/«][7’] with respect to the variety V. Let us recall that is monic (up to a 
constant in Z) with respect to the variable T.

Let us now consider for r + 1 < i < n the projections

z; := Ur+\Xr+\ + • • • + Lj-iJQ-i + Ui+\Xi+\ + • • • + UnXn

and the polynomials Qi := m®(Xi,..., Xr, Ur+\Ui_\, 0, (7;+i,..., Un, T),

GT•:= m®(Xb... ,X,0,... ,0,1,0,... ,0, T).

Then, we have the following

Lemma 40 (Krick and Pardo [44]). There exists a geometric solution of the variety 
V given by
• u:= ur+-pX+-[ + • • • + unXn G Z[Xr+i,...,X„],
• PueR[X,...,Xr][T],
• pt e K[Xi,Xr] for r + 1 <i <n and
• vieK[Xi,...,Xr'\\T}for r + 1 <i <n,
such that the following holds:

(1) I«/1 < (deg(K))0*- 1-1 for r + 1 <i <n,
(ii) mu(X\,...,Xr):= m //(.V,,...,Xr,ur+i,...,un).

Let us consider for r + 1 <i <n the polynomials

q, := QfXi,X, Ur+i,..., If-x, UM ,Un,T),

p;:=G;(Ai,...,X,0,...,0,l,0,...,0,T).

Then, there exists a non-scalar straight-line program of size (udeg(K))0(1), non
scalar depth O(log deg(K)) and parameters in {-1,0, l,wr+i,.which from the 
coefficients with respect to the variable T of the polynomials qr+\,...,qn, gr+\,...,gn 
computes the coefficients with respect to the variable T of the polynomials vr+\,...,vn 
and the polynomials pr+\,...,p„.

Moreover, this procedure for computing the geometric solution of V from the elim
ination polynomial can be performed by an algorithm running in bounded error prob
ability, probabilistic time (udeg(K))0(1).

3.6.2. Equivalence of height estimates
Let us observe that the two main statements shown in the previous subsection say 

that we may pass from the elimination polynomial to the geometric solution and vice 
versa by means of an algorithmic procedure with low bounds in terms of parallel 
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complexity (non-scalar depth). Since height estimates depend mainly on the non-scalar 
depth (see Section 2.3) we may easily conclude the following two theorems.

Theorem 41. There exists a universal constant c>Q independent of all involved data 
such that for every ideal-theoretic complete intersection R-definable variety V C IK”, 
there exist the following elements-.

(i) a Noether normalization N eNf),
(ii) a geometric solution of V with respect to N (see Definition 36), i.e.

• a primitive element u = ur+\ Yr+i + ■ ■ ■ + u„Y„,
• the minimal polynomial P e ,..., Yr][T],
• polynomials pi<ER\Y\,... ,Yr] and polynomials e7?[Ti,...,yr][T]

such that the following holds:
(i) the data N,u,P, pr+\,..., pn,vr+\,... ,v„ is a geometric solution of V,

(ii) |m;| <Hfu)<(deg(V)f,
(iii) m.-æs{ht(P),ht(piXi — ty(T))} < deg(V)c((n — r) + ht(V)), and
(iv) max{ht(P),ht(piXi - vfiT))} < deg(V)c((n - r) + ht(V f).

Moreover, all these polynomials verify the degree bounds stated in Proposition 35.

Proof. Combining the Lemmata 11, 14, 15, 17 and 40. □

Theorem 42. For the height estimates of the elimination polynomial holds:
n

htfi/pf) < (nD')0(V>(ht(mu)') + ht(Pixi ~ vf.Z f'),
i=r+l

n
htfypifi < (nD')0(V>(ht(mu') + htfpiXi - vfiZ)).

i=r+l

Proof. Applying Proposition 39, there exists a non-scalar straight-line program of size 
(nD)0<r>, non-scalar depth O(log2 u+log2 D) and parameters in { — 1,0,1} which, taking 
as input the coefficients of the polynomials mu, p\,...,pn and v\,...,vn with respect to 
the variable Z, evaluates the coefficients of with respect to the variable Z. Applying 
Corollary 18 (Composition), we obtain that the coefficients of verify that both ht 
and ht are bounded by the heights of the coefficients of mu,vi,... ,v„ and the heights 
of p\,...,pn. Next, applying Corollary 12 (Coefficients) shows that also At(%®) and 
At(%®) are bounded by these estimates. Finally, the heights of the coefficients of mu, 
v\,...,vn and also p\,...,pn are appropriately bounded, see Corollary 12. □

4. Interpolation modulo complete intersection varieties

Trace formulae have been used recently in several papers treating problems in algo
rithmic elimination theory. There are two main applications of this kind of identities: 
computation of monomial bases of low degree (as in [3, 5]) or interpolation modulo 
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complete intersection varieties (as in [23, 43, 44, 25]). Here we follow the second 
approach to solve the following problem:

Let A be a ring of polynomials over a given number held. Let F be the quotient held 
of A, F the algebraic closure of F and let A[Xi,... ,Xn] be the ring of «-variate poly
nomials with coefficients in A. Let be polynomials in the ring A[Xi,... ,Xn]
of degree at most d in the variables X\,...,Xn such that the following holds:
• the ideal is radical and
• for B :=A[Xi ,■■■ ,^]/(/i,...,/«) the morphism A B is an integral ring extension

representing a Noether normalisation of the variety V =V(f\,...,fn) de li ned by the 
polynomials in a suitable affine space.

Thus, B is a free A-nlodule of rank bounded by the degree of the variety V(J\,..., fn). 
Moreover, the ,1-algebra B is Gorenstein and the following statements are based on 
this fact.

Now the interpolation problem can be stated in the following terms:

Problem 3 (Interpolation modulo complete intersection variety). Given an element 
geB, compute a polynomial pi eri[Jj,...,Xn] such that gx=g holds in B.

Let us explain why this can be considered as an “interpolation” problem. The residue 
class geB of a polynomial can be given in terms of a matrix Mg as described in 
Section 3. However, the method we are going to show, does not require all of the 
information available in this matrix.

Let V C F be the zero-dimensional algebraic variety delined by

V := V(f],...,fn) = {xe F”:/](x) = 0 for 1 <i <«},

and let us assume that V = {ai,...,ap}. The procedure for the solution of Problem 3 
we will exhibit in the sequel will also solve the following task:

Given a list of eigenvalues {/?!,...,/?£>} C F of a matrix Mg which describes the 
endomorphism of multiplication by an element g e B with respect to some lived basis, 
compute a polynomial g\ e H[Xi,...,Xn] (if it exists) such that holds: pi(a;) = ft for 
1 <i <D.

In some cases, in particular our case the existence of pi can be guaranteed: Let f,h 
be two elements of B such that f is not a zero-divisor in B and f divides h in B. 
Then, there exists a pi e A[Xi,... ,X„] such that

g\(x)= 77^4 =Pi for \<i<D.
J w)

The polynomial pi computed by our procedure verifies g} ■ f = h. The objective for 
any constructive solution of the Interpolation Problem 3 will be of course to minimize 
the degree of pi with respect to the variables X\,...,Xn.
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4.1. Trace and duality

With the above notations we are going to sketch a few standard facts related to the 
solution of the Interpolation Problem 3.

Recall that we are considering ideal-theoretic complete intersection varieties given 
by a sequence of polynomials f\,...,fneA[X\,...,Xn\ generating a radical ideal of 
codimension n. The A-algebra B :=A[Xi,... ,Xn\KJ\,..., fn) is reduced and Gorenstein 
(see Section 3). Let B*  denote the dual of B by B*  :=UomA(B,A~) as a R-module by 
the scalar product B x B*  — X which associates to any (b, r) in B x B*  the .1-1 i near 
map b ■ r : B —> A defined by (b ■ r)(x) := T(bx) for any element x of B.

Since we know by our short discussion in Section 3 that the A-algebra B is 
Gorenstein, its dual B*  is a free R-module of rank one. Any element a of B*  which 
generates B*  as R-module is called a canonical trace of B or simply a trace.

There exists a particular element Tr of B*  relevant for our purposes. The mapping 
Tr e B*  and is given in the following way: given beB, let if : B —> B the .1-11 near 
map defined by multiplying by b any given element of B. The image Tr(Z>) under the 
map Tr is defined as the trace of the endomorphism of B. This mapping Tr is called 
the standard trace of B and it should be remarked that it is not necessarily a canonical 
trace in the above sense, i.e. does not necessarily generate B*.

Let us introduce some additional notations, which we will need to show how to 
compute a canonical trace a. For any element g &A[X\,... ,Xn] we denote by g its 
image in B, i.e. the residue class of g modulo the ideal Let Ti,...,Tn be
new variables and let Y := (Y^,... ,Yn). Let 1 <j <n and let fj := fj(Y\,..., Yn) be the 
polynomial of A[Ti,...,Tn] obtained from fj by substituting the variables X\,...,Xn 
by Y\,...,Yn. Let us consider the polynomial

n
fj - fj=H fkff - G A[x,... ,Xn, Y\,..., Y„],

k=i

where the ljk are polynomials belonging to A[Xi,...,Xn,Ti,...,Tn] with total degree 
at most (d — 1). Let us now consider the determinant A of the matrix (ljk)\ < j,k<n 
which can be written (non-uniquely) as

A= Y,am(Xl,...,Xn)bm(Yl,...,Yn)&A[Xl,...,Xn,Yl,...,Ynl
m

with the am being elements of A[Xi,... ,X„] and bm elements of A[Ti,...,Tn] (observe 
that it will not be necessary to find the polynomials am and bm algorithmically, we 
need just their existence for our argumentation). The polynomial A is called a pseudo- 
jacobian determinant of the regular sequence (yj,..., fn), as defined in Section 2.4.

Observe that the polynomials am and bm can (and will) be chosen to have de
grees bounded by n(d — 1) in the variables X\,...,Xn and Y\,...,Yn respectively. 
Let cm&A[X\,...,Xn] be the polynomial we obtain from bm by substituting the vari
ables Y\,...,Yn by X\,...,Xn. Denoting by J the class of the Jacobian determinant
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J(f\,...,fn) in B, we have the identity

y ' am • cm.
m

Moreover, the image of the polynomial A in the residue class ring

is independent of the particular choice of the matrix This justifies the name
pseudo-jacobian determinant for the polynomial A.

With these notations there exists a unique canonical trace aeB*  such that the fol
lowing identity holds in If

1 ' <j(dm) • cm.
m

This canonical trace a is called the canonical trace associated to the pseudo-jacobian 
determinant. The main property of the canonical trace a, known as “trace formula” 
(“Tate’s trace formula”, see [48, Appendix F] or [39], as a particular case) is the 
following statement: for any g eA[Jq,... ,Xn] the identity

p= (15)
m

holds true in B. Let us observe that the polynomial ^2ma(g ■ am) ■ cm eA[Xi,...,Xn] 
underlying Identity (15) is of degree at most n(d — 1) in the variables X\,...,Xn. The 
next proposition shows how to relate the standard trace Tr and a canonical trace a eB*  
(see also [25]):

Proposition 43 (Sabia and Solerno [70]).

v(<7) = Tr(<7-,7 1 ).

Tate’s trace formula (15) solves the Interpolation Problem 3 in the following terms:
Given g^B, let us consider the polynomial g! eA[Xi,...,X„] of degree at most 

n(d — 1) given by

Pi := o-(p • affl) • cffl. (16)
m

Then, gx=g in B.
The use of these monomial expressions of (16) inhibits us from taking advantage of 

any special “semantical” features of the A-algebra B: one “a priori” needs all monomials 
of degree at most n(d— 1) for the description of the polynomials cm (and am). Therefore, 
we replace the trace formula (15) by the following alternative one, which solves the 
problem in a suitable linear vector space:

First, recall that in our case A is a ring of polynomials over a number held, f\,..., fn 
are polynomials in the ring A[Xi,Xn] of degree at most d in the variables Xi,... ,Xn, 
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generating a radical ideal. The extension A B := A\X\,... ,Xn\/(/i,..., ff) is an 
integral ring extension. Thus, we are given an ideal-theoretic complete intersection 
variety, where the ^-algebra B is reduced and Gorenstein (see Section 3).

Proposition 44 (Trace Formula, Giusti et al. [25]). With the same notations as before, 
let us consider the free A[X\,... ,Xn\-module B[Xi,... ,X„] given by extending scalars 
to B (this means we consider the tensor product B[Xi,...,X„] :=B0aA[Xi, 
...,X„]) and let us also consider the polynomial A\ eA[Xi,...,X„] given by

di.— ' am • cm (E B[Xi, ■ ■ ■ ,X„].
m

Then for any geA[Xi,...,X„] the following identity holds in A[X\,...,Xn\:

g= ^ff(g-am)-cm = Tr(J~'i • g • Af
m

(where Tr :=Tr ® '• B[Xg,...,Xn]^>A[Xi,...,Xn] is the trace obtained from
the standard trace Tr : B^A by extending scalars).

The reader will observe that the duality techniques used here agree in the case of 
n = 1 with the standard Lagrange interpolation.

4.2. Division modulo complete intersection ideals

One of the main applications of these interpolation techniques will be the division 
modulo complete intersection ideals. This problem can be stated in the following terms:

Given a sequence of polynomials f,..., f e ,... ,X„] of degree at most d defin
ing a radical ideal (f\,...,ft) of codimension t. Let V be the complete intersection 
variety given by V = (f\,...,ft). Let us assume that the variables are in Noether po
sition with respect to the variety V, i.e. the following is an integral ring extension:

A = K[X,... ,X„_t] ^B = X[T] =X[X,... ,X„]/(/i,... ,f).

We have thus the same conditions as in the previous subsection. Then, there exists 
a pseudo-jacobian determinant defined by f\,...,f with respect to the variables 
Xn-t+-[,...,Xn. There exist am,cm&A[Xn_t+-l,...,Xn] such that

A = am cm G B B,
1

where the polynomials cm can be chosen as polynomials in the variables T„_(+i,..., T„ 
of degree at most t(d — 1). Let bm be the monomial given as cm(X„_(+i, •..,Xn). 
Moreover, the polynomials am&K[X\,...,Xn] have total degree at most t(d — 1). The 
problem we want to solve is the following:
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Problem 4 (Division Problem). With the previous notations, given two polynomials 
f,g in R\X\,... ,X„] such that f is not a zero divisor in B, and f divides g in B, this 
means there exists some qeB such that

qf - ge(f\,...,ft).

Then, compute some polynomial q\ eK[X\,... ,X„] such that q\f — ge(J\,...,ft) 
holds.

First, we give a formal statement showing how the trace formulae of the previous 
section interferes in the solution of Problem 4. Then we show how to use this statement 
in a computational solution for the Division Problem.

Let aeB*  be the trace associated to the pseudo-jacobian determinant A. Let 
qeK[X\,...,Xn\ be any polynomial such that q-f = g holds in B. Let F be the 
quotient held of A, B' :=F <fAB the zero-dimensional F-algebra and a'-.B'^F the 
canonical trace on B' obtained by extending scalars on a (i.e. a' = a on B). Then, 
since f is not a zero divisor in B, f is a unit in B'. Hence, q = (/)“' • g holds in B'. 
We then conclude that for every heK[X\,... ,Xn\ the following holds:

-g-h) = <f(q ■ h) = rfiq -h)eA.

In particular, we conclude:

Proposition 45. With the previous hypotheses and notations, the polynomial

IS ■g-h)-bmeK[X,...,xn-\

verifies that the degree of q\ with respect to the variables Xn_t+],... ,Xn is at most 
fid - 1), and qif-ge(f,...,ft).

-—f
Moreover, let Tr : B'[Xn-t+i,... ,Xn] F[Xn_t+\,... ,X„] be the extension of the stan

dard trace

Tr:B[X„ —i+1 > ■ ■ ■ —i+1 > ■ ■ ■

by localization at A \ {0}. Let A i = dm-bme B[Xn ,... ,Xn] be the pseudo-
jacobian determinant seen as an element of B'[Xn-t+i,... ,Xn]. Finally, let J &B be 
the residual class defined by the jacobian determinant of the polynomials 
with respect to the variables Xn-t+\,... ,Xn. Then, the polynomial q\ of the previous 
Proposition 45 can also be obtained as

qx=Tv\(JrA fifyA -g-Afi. (17)

Now, for the computational solution of the Division Problem 4, we have to represent 
the entities appearing in Eq. (17). We can do this by associating to each endomorphism 
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its corresponding matrix of multiplication in a suitable basis, following Section 3. We 
thus obtain the following:

go = Ti'(d//1 -Mg (18)

We can compute this polynomial using the method described in Lemma 21 in 
Section 2.4.

Proposition 46. With the previous assumptions and conventions, let D be the rank 
of B as free A-module (observe that D< deg( i') holds). Let us also assume that 
there exists a non-scalar straight-line program I\ of size L\, depth f and para
meters in AfCR such that I\ evaluates f,f,...,feR[ff...,Xn\. Let us suppose 
deg(fi)<d, deg(f)<d with respect to the variables X\,...,Xn. Let us also assume 
that g e A[Xi,...,X„] has degree at most d with respect to the variablesXn_t+\,...,Xn. 
Let us finally assume that there exists a non-scalar straight-line program r2 of size 
L2, non-scalar depth f2 and parameters in a finite set X2LR which evaluates g. 
Then, there exists a non-scalar straight-line program r over A, taking as input a 
geometric solution of V(fi,...,fi) (see Definition 36) with the following properties:

(i) the size of r is at most (L\ + L2) (tdD'fkA,
(ii) the non-scalar depth of r is at most O(log21 + + i2 + log2£>),

(iii) the parameters are in U U {z e Z: \z\ < (td)0(V)L\}, and
(iv) the straight-line program r evaluates two polynomials qg eR[X\,...,Xn\ and 

0eR[X\,...,Xn-t] such that holds:

q] = ^eK(X],...,Xn\ and qif - g e(f,..., ft). (19)

Here we simply sketch the proof of this proposition. A more explicit description 
can be found in [33] or [25], The key point can be understood as the following: One 
wishes to compute the polynomial q\ & K[X\,... ,Xn] verifying the desired properties. 
Thus, the Trace Formula (17) of Proposition 45 in the computational form of Eq. (18) 
shows how to compute qi from the geometric solution of the variety E. However, 
as the geometric solution yields tensor matrices (describing the multiplication by the 
variables Xi in B) whose entries are quotients of polynomials, we will have to End a 
common denominator polynomial for these. Moreover, inverting the matrices Mj and 
Mf will also introduce denominators. By our method, these will be “carried on” by 
keeping numerators and denominators separate in order to express qi as the quotient 

where qg and 0 are polynomials in R[Xi,... ,Xn] computed from the coefficients of 
the geometric solution of V (or equivalently, from the coefficients of the elimination 
polynomial using only addition, subtraction and multiplication).

The polynomials qg and 0 in R[Xi,...,X„] are given by straight-line program en
coding, which means given as the list of coefficients of the geometric solution and a 
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list of arithmetic operations required to evaluate them. As we know that 0 divides 
go in R[Xi,...,Xn], the computation of q\ concludes with the application of Strassen’s 
Vermeidung von Divisionen as in Lemma 20, yielding a straight-line program for the 
polynomial q\.

We will have to iterate divisions of precomputed polynomials which involve pre
computed quotients. The naive approach, simply iterating the above procedure, would 
yield an excessive growth of the complexity of the method. Therefore, we combine 
in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 the strategy of Proposition 46 with two methods, 
namely Pasodoble effect and iterated matrix product, which improve the complexity 
and height estimates (depending mainly on the non-scalar depth of the straight-line 
programs describing our algorithm).

5. Equations in general position: Geometric degree and height

This section is dedicated to the proof of Corollary 5 given in Section 1. We 
introduce the notion of polynomials in general position as the central property of 
our inductive algorithm, and show how to maintain this condition while controlling 
the height of the appearing coefficients in terms of the geometric degree of the sys
tem. Then, we show how to deduce the claims made in Corollary 5 from Theorems 1 
and 2.

5.1. Geometric degree and height of a system

Here we introduce the notions of geometric degree and height of a system of poly
nomials. Observe that this can be done in both cases in a very similar way.

Definition 47 (General position). A sequence of polynomials h\,...,ht eR[Xi,...,X„] 
is said to be in general position if the following holds:
• Ai,...,Ai_i is a regular sequence in K[Xi,...,Xn],
• the ideals (Ai,...,A;) are radical in K[Xi,...,X„] for 1 <i <t—l, and
• ht is not a zero divisor in K[X\,... ,Xn]/(ff,... ,ht_\).

Definition 48 (Geometric degree of a sequence). Given a sequence of polynomials 
h\,... ,ht eR[X\,... ,Xn] in general position, we denote by <5 the geometric degree of 
the sequence h\,...,ht:

d(h\,.. .,ht)'.= max{deg V(h\,... ,hf: 1 < z < Z —1}.

Let us notice that ¿(f ,...,ht)< n? =\ holds. Observe, that the <5 thus defined
does not just depend on the variety V but also on the polynomials h\,...,ht and their 
order.

Similarly, we define the logarithmic height and invariant logarithmic height of a 
sequence in general position.
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Definition 49 (Height of a sequence). Given a sequence of polynomials h\,...,ht&
,... ,X„] in general position, we define:

(i) the logarithmic height of the sequence q(h\,...,ht):= max{htV(hi,...,hi): 1 <i 
<t-i},

(ii) the invariant logarithmic height of the sequence fj(f,...,ht):=max{htV 
(h\,...,hi): 1 <i <t— 1}.

Definition 50 (Geometric degree of a system). Let S = {f,... ,ff} be a system of 
polynomials of degree at most d in . ,Xn], We consider the set S of all families
{h\,...,hp. 1 <t<n+ 1} of polynomials such that the following holds: There exist 
integer numbers Ay € Z, 1 < i < t, 1 <j < s such that 

. (hi,...,ht) = (f,...,fs) = (V),
• are in general position and
• |Ay| <(ndd(h\,... ,ht f)c <(nd*) c.

We define
(i) the geometric degree d$ of the system S as <5y:= max{d(h\,... ,ht): {hi,... 

ht} e S}.
(ii) the logarithmic height of the system S as t]s-= max{y(Ai,... ,ht): {hi,... 

ht} € £}■
(iii) and the invariant logarithmic height rj$ of the system S as

fs:= max{rj(hi,...,ht): {hi,... ,ht} & §}.

Observe that initially, we are given polynomials fi,...,fseR[Xi,...,Xn], Passing 
from these polynomials to a sequence h\,...,ht in general position as described in 
Section 5.2 is a constructive, algorithmic process. Therefore, in our estimates, we are 
forced to assume worst-case estimates, which means taking maximums in our defini
tions of geometric degree and height.

Nevertheless, our theorems are of a double nature: existential statement and at the 
same time algorithmic solution. The existential statements made in Corollaries 5 and 6 
also hold for any particular sequence h\,...,ht in general position which minimizes the 
products Ojy or iff. respectively.

5.2. Computing equations in general position

The proof of Corollaries 5 and 6 requires some additional effort for the preparation of 
the input polynomials /i,...,/se7?[Xi,...,Xn]. We show how to proceed in the case 
of the arithmetic Nullstellensatz, the membership problem for complete intersection 
ideals follows in the same way. In the following we exhibit an efficient procedure 
that, taking as inputs the polynomials fi,...,fs, outputs a sequence of polynomials 
hi,...,ht&R[Xi,...,Xn\ with t < n + 1 such that (hi,...,ht) = (fi,...,fs) = (l). For 
this sequence of polynomials h\,...,ht holds:
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(i) hi is a linear combination of f\,... ,fs for 1 < i < t,
(ii) (h\,...,ht) defines the trivial ideal in K[Xi,... ,Xn] and

(iii) (hi,..., ht) verifies that (1) the ideals (f,...,hi) are radical ideals inK[Xi,... ,Xn] 
of codimension i, for 1 <i<t— 1, and (2) the polynomial ht is not a zero divisor in 
the residue ring

K\Xi,...,Xn\l(hi,...,ht_i).

Let us observe that this effectively shows that the set S appearing in Definition 50 
is non-empty. Since ,ht}eS are linear combinations of f\,...,fs, they can
be evaluated by a non-scalar straight-line program of size L + ts, non-scalar depth 
£ + 1 = O(log2 L) and parameters in ZU./. where X*  C Z is a finite set whose height 
we are going to bound.

Lemma 51 (Zero divisor, Lemma 24, Morais [60]). Let gi,...,gt be a regular 
sequence generating a radical ideal and assume that the variables X\,...,Xn are in 
Noether position with respect to the ideal I = (gi,... ,gt). Let peAT[Xi,...,Xn] be 
a new polynomial, qg the endomorphism defined by multiplication by g and Mg the 
matrix of qg in some fixed basis. Then we have:

(i) g is not a zero divisor in B if and only if det(Af?) e X[Xi,... ,X]\{0}.
(ii) If g is not a zero divisor in B, the ideal (gi,...,gt) is the trivial ideal in 

X[Xi,...,X„] if and only if det(A^) eXi\{0}.

Using Bertini’s Theorem as stated in [40, Theorem 6.3] we may obtain the following 
statement:

Proposition 52 (Proposition 29, Morais [60]). Let h\,...,ht be a regular sequence in 
K[Xi,... ,X„] such that the ideal I = (f,... ,ht) is a radical ideal in K[X\,... ,X„], Let 
fi,...,fs be polynomials in K[Xi,... ,X„] such that they generate the trivial ideal. Let 
Ti,...,Ts some new variables and let h be the polynomial

h = Bf + --- + Tsfs.

Let F be the field K(T\,... ,TS). Then,
(i) h is not a zero divisor in F[X\,... ,Xn]/(f,... ,ht), and

(ii) either (h\,... ,ht,h) is the trivial ideal in F[Xi,...,X„] or (h\,... ,ht,h) is a 
radical ideal in F[Xi,... ,X„]/(hi ,...,ht).

Proposition 53. There exists a universal constant c > 0 such that the following holds: 
Given fi,...,fse A[Xi,... ,Xn] polynomials of degree at most d such that (f,...,fs) 
is the trivial ideal in K[X\,..., Xn\, there exists t e N, 1 < t < n+1 and integer numbers

€2, 1 <i <t, 1 < j < s, such that the following holds:
• the polynomials h\,...,ht given by A, = = j Ay fj, 1 <i <t are in general position,
• (Ai,...,Ai) = (/i,...,/s) = (l) in K\_X,...,Xn-\, and
• I Ay | <(ndb(h\,... ,hi))c for 1 < i < t (where <5(0) := 1).
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Proof. The proof follows by means of an inductive argument. Thus, let us assume 
that there exist h\,... ,hf &R[X\,... ,Xn] Z-linear combinations of such that
the ideal is a proper ideal of codimension i. Let us also assume that the
variables Xi,...,Xn are in Noether position with respect to the ideal (Ai,...,A;), i.e. 
the following is an integral ring extension:

A = K[X,... ,X„^] K[X, ■ ■ ■ ,X„]/(Ai ,...,hi)=B.

Let us now introduce some new variables T\,..., Ts and the polynomial

h = Txfx + • • • + Tsfs e KA,..., Ts)K,... ,X„\.

Let A' and B' be the algebras obtained from A and B by extending scalars, i.e.

A' = K(T\>..., Ts) f>pA=K(T\>..., Ts)[Xb... ,Xn_,],

B' = K(B,...,Tf)0KB.

Again, we have an integral ring extension A' B' and B' is a free .T'-iiiodiile. We 
observe that the basis of B as A-module is also a basis of B' as . I'-inodiile and that 
for every polynomial f e K[Xi,... ,Xn] the matrix of the endomorphism ry .13 — 13 is 
also the matrix of the endomorphism : B' -^B'. In other words, M^=Mp for all 
polynomials f in K[Xi,... ,Xn], In particular, let be the endomorphism t]'h : B' -^B' 
defined by multiplying by h. We have

M[ = BMfl+- + TsMfs.

The entries of are polynomials in K[T\,... ,TS,X\,... ,Xn-i\ of degree at most 1 in 
the variables T\,...,TS. Now, let //, be the characteristic polynomial of which can 
be written in the following way:

Xh = + (¡¿--[Z1’ ' + ••• + Cig,

with d = rk-AB = rk-A'B', coefficients a,&K[Ti,...,Ts,Xi,...,Xn-i] and ag=
The coefficients a, are polynomials of degree at most <5 in the variables T[,...,TS. 
Now, we have two possibilities: either (A) ag&K[B,...,Ts] or (B) ag&K[B,...,Ts, 
X,...,X„^]\K[B,...,Ts].

(A) In the first case, let us choose a point t:=(ii,...,is)eZs such that ag(ti,...,ts) 
7^0. The polynomial

hf+i =t\h\ + • • • + tshs

verifies that A;+i is not a zero divisor modulo (h\,..., ht) and (h\,..., hi+\) is the trivial 
ideal in K[Xi,Xn], As the degree of ag is bounded by <5, the point t = (fi,..., ts) e Zs 
may be chosen such that |fi| <3, for 1 <i<s. In this case we have finished since 
Ai,...,A;+i are in general position and (h\,...,hi+\) = (J\,...,fs).
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(B) As for the second case, we have to make an additional effort. First we perform a 
linear change of coordinates ,Xn) —> (Fi,..., Yn) such that for A\ :=K(T[,... ,TS)
[Fi,, Kn-)-i] and the A\-algebra

B{:=K(Tl>...>Ts)[Yl>...>Yn\/(hl>...>hl>h)

the new variables Yi,...,Y„ verify that A'x —13\ is an integral ring extension. In fact, 
this can be done simply by transforming the polynomial a., in such a way that

ag(B,...,Ts,YA,...,Yn^) = bDY^ + --- + bg, (21)

where eA[Ti,...,Ts,Fi,...,Fn_;_i]. The degree D is at most d-d as shown in [29, 
Lemma 11], Of course, the degree of the polynomials Zy with respect to the variables 
T\,...,TS is at most <5. Now, we proceed as in [29, Section 4] or [28, Section 5], to 
compute a primitive element of the integral ring extension A\ B\.

Let u = fn-iYn^i + • • • + fnYn be such a primitive element with e Z for « — z 
<j<n. Now, there exists a universal constant ci>0 such that the degrees of the 
geometric solution given by the polynomials m„,...,pn, vn-i,...,vn with respect 
to the variables T\,...,TS are at most (d<5)C1.

Finally, we consider the Jacobian determinant J = det J(h\,... ,hi,h), which is not 
a zero divisor in B\. This simply means that we consider the matrix Mj of the endo
morphism p'j: B\ B\.

The determinant of Mj is a polynomial in K[T\. ,TS,Y\,..., Tn_,_i ] whose degree 
in the variables T\,...,TS is at most (ndb)c for some universal constant c>ci>0. 
Thus, let us consider the following two polynomials:

Ft = det(M) e K[B,..., Ts, Yi,..., rn_,]

and

F2 = det(Mj)eK[T1,...,Tl,Yh..., Yn^].

Both polynomials are not in K[T\,.. .,TS], Let us choose two points y = (yj1-1,... ,y^2,-) 
and y =(y[ ,..., y„_;) e X! 1 such that the following polynomials 81 and 82 verify 

and

82=F2(T1,...,Ts,y1)-F2(Tb...,Ts,y2)^0.

Finally, the polynomial 81 • 82 .. ,TS] is a non-zero polynomial of degree at
most (ndb)c + <5. For every point (h,...,is)GZs such that 81 • 82(^1, 7^0 we
have that F\ and /’2 are non-zero polynomials. In particular, let hi+\ be the polynomial 
hi+\ + - ■ -+tsfs- Then, we obtain that hi+\ is not a zero divisor modulo hf>,
and the ideal (h\,... ,hphi+i) is a proper radical ideal of codimension i + 1.

The coordinates of the point (ti,...,is)eZs can be obviously chosen such that 
\ti\ < (ndb)c + <5. □
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5.3. The case of trivial ideals

Now we are in conditions to give the proof of Corollary 5 from Theorems 1 and 2:
From Proposition 53 we easily deduce the existential statements of Corollary 5 (i.e. 

claims (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) as a consequence of the bounds given in Theorems 1 
and 2.

As for claim (vi), the proof of Proposition 53 essentially shows how to compute 
polynomials h\,... ,ht eT.[X\,... ,Xn\ given as linear combinations of the input polyno
mials and verifying the conditions described in Proposition 53. To see how
this works, we shall explain the inductive step:

Suppose that we already have computed polynomials (for a fixed i, 1 <i
<m) such that

(i) (h\,...,hj) is a radical ideal of codimension j in K[Xi,... ,Xn] for 1 <j < i, and
(ii) are linear combinations of of the form

s

hr := with I'M (nddsf.
7 = 1

Now, suppose that we have computed a Noether normalization of (Ai,...,A;), i.e. a 
matrix N &Mn(T.) such that the variables

/ >i \ /X \

■ ■\Y„J \X„J

are in Noether position with respect to Ai,...,A;, i.e. the following is an integral ring 
extension

A = K[Y1,...,Yn_i]^K[Y1,...,Yn]/(h1,...,hi')=B.

We may also assume that a geometric solution (Definition 36) of V(f,... ,hf has been 
computed with respect to the Noether normalization N. As observed in Lemma 40, all 
this can be done in time

(nd(L + s)ds)°Y\

Now, we proceed as follows:
(i) Introduce some new variables T[,...,TS.

(ii) Consider the polynomial H = T\f + ■ ■ ■ + Tsf SE R[T\ ,...,TS] [Ti,..., Y„],
(iii) Consider A[T] :=A[f,... ,TS], 7?[T] = A[T] 7? and the homothesy: tjh ■ 

5[T]^5[T],
(iv) Compute the determinant of the matrix of rjH (using the geometric solution),

yielding the polynomial P\ (17,..., 7],..., Tf) e A[T],
(v) Now, using a probabilistic algorithm (as described in Section 2.5.1 or [87, 72]) 

decide (according to Lemma 51) whether Pi(Ki,... ,Yn-i,Ti,... ,TS) is in K[T\,...,TS\ 
or not.
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(vi) If A (Ki,..., Yn_i, T\,..., T,)eK[T\,..., Ps], choose a point in Z'. say (2i+i_i,..., 
A;+ijS), such that |A;+i^| <(ndds)s and Pi does not vanish: PfY\,...,

A;+iji,...,A;+ijS)^O. The algorithm terminates by writing t = i + 1, ht = fi 
fl + ■■■ + f,sfs-

(vii) Else, compute a Noether normalization of the ideal (h\,... as an ideal
of codimension i + 1 in K(fPs)[7i ,...,Y„], In other words, compute N' e Mn(I) 
a regular matrix such that

(Y{\ (Yi
: =N>- :

and such that for A'[T] :=K(T\,...,Ts)[Yf...,Y„_i+s] the following

A'[T] ^K(Ti,..., Ts)[Yf..., Y’-]/(hi,..., hi,H)

is an integral ring extension. Then, compute the Jacobian determinant of the 
sequence with respect to the variables Y^_t,... ,Yf Let
J(Y[,...,Yn_i_x,T\,... ,Tg) in P[Pi,...,Ps, E1/,...,En_;_i/] be this polynomial. Finally, 
using a probabilistic algorithm (as described in Section 2.5.1 or [87]) choose a point 
(2;+iji,...,2;+ijS)gZs with |2;+i^| <fidds)c for 1 <k<s such that

Pi (7i,..., 7„_;, Ai+i, i,..., 2;+i,s) f 0

and

J(Y[,..., Yn—i—i, 2;+i,i,..., 2;+i,s) f 0 holds.

We now set /z,-+i = 2;+i,iyi + • • • + 2,-+i>s/s and obtain thus the hypotheses made at the 
beginning and continue the induction.

This procedure runs in the desired time because all polynomials computed by the 
procedure are represented by the straight-line program which evaluates them. □

6. Proof of Theorem 1

This section contains the proofs for the two statements of Theorem 1: (1) the com
plexity estimates and (2) the degree bounds claimed.

6.1. The degree bound

In this subsection we give a proof for the degree bound for the polynomials stated 
in claim (2) of Theorem 1.

We are given a finite sequence of polynomials f\,..., f eP[W,... ,X„] with t < n+1 
such that the following properties hold:

(i) for every z, 1 < i < t— 1, the ideals (f,... ,f) are radical ideals of codimension z,
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(ii) the polynomial f+\ is not a zero divisor in the residue ring Bi :=K\X\,...,Xn\/ 
(j\,...,fi) for 1 <i<t-l,

(iii) deg(y)) < d, ht(fi) < h, for every i, 1 <i<t.
We are also given an additional polynomial f &R[X\,... ,Xn] with deg(/)<d and 

ht(f)<h. Assuming that f belongs to the ideal (J\,...,ft) in K[Xi,... ,X„], we wish 
to compute aeR and g\,...,gteR[X\,...,Xn] such that the following identity holds:

af = g\f\ H----------bgtff

We consider the intermediate varieties V,■ := V(fi,. ■ ■ ,fi) for 1 < i < t— 1, Z>, := deg(F,) 
and <5:= max{Z>i,...,Z>(_i}.

We will make use of the following proposition, saying that we can compute geo
metric solutions for all intermediate varieties Vi. The proof of this proposition can be 
found for example in [44, 28, 25, 60],

Proposition 54 (Geometric solutions, Giusti et al. [25]). With the previous hypo
theses and notations, given a non-scalar straight-line program T of size L, non-scalar 
depth £ and parameters in a finite set £X QR, such that T evaluates the polyno
mials fa,...,ft,f e R[Xi,... ,X„] verifying the hypotheses of Theorem 1 above. Then 
there exists a bounded error probability Turing machine which, taking as input this 
straight-line program T computes the following items:

(i) A regular matrix Neln(T), N = (vy)i <ij<n such that
(a) |vy | <(nd f, where c is the universal constant of Eq. (14),
(b) the variables Y\,...,Yn given by

/ /X:

\yJ \xn
are in Noether position with respect to all intermediate varieties Vp i.e.

4 :=A[Fi,...,T«-,]B,:=A[y,..., Yfififi,...,f) 

is an integral ring extension for 1 <i<t—\.
(ii) A non-scalar straight-line program T' of size O(ndLd')O(V> and parameters in 

|z| <(ndLb)c}, such that T' evaluates the geometric solutions of all the 
varieties V,...,Vi_\ with respect to the Noether normalization N, i.e. T' evaluates:

• linear forms ut e Z[Fn_/+i ,...,Y„], 1 <i <t-l, such that ut is a primitive element 
of the integral ring extension A^Bi. Moreover, ut may be chosen such that 
ht(ufi < (ndLb fi,

• polynomials pieR\Yn_M,...,Yn\ [T] for \<i<t—\ of degree Di with respect 
to the variable T. We may assume that p( has the form

Pi = XiTDi +
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where eg e/?\{0] is the leading coefficient of pt and degThi < deg pt <Dt. Moreover, 
af1 pi is the minimal equation of the endomorphism: gUj : in the basis given
by {l,Ui,...,UiD‘-ffi,

• for 1 < i < t-1 polynomials p^Li+x,...,pnl)eR[Yn_M,...,Y„],
• for \<i<t-\ polynomials . ,v„'> e A[Tn_,+i,..., F„][T] with degTvP<

Di~\. Moreover, for \ <i<t—\ and for n-i+1 <j <n, the polynomial p^Yj — 
Vj\ui) lies in the ideal generated by (f\,...,f) in K[Yi,...,Yn].

As observed in Section 3.2, B: is a free ^¿-module of rank at most IP (and also 
bounded by the geometric degree <5). For every polynomial geK[Y\,.. .,Yn] we denote 
by g the residual class g + (f\,...,f)&Bi, writing simply ffiB when no confusion 
may occur. We denote by Fi:=K(Y\,... ,Y„-i) the quotient held of A, (according to the 
Nomenklatur of [54]) and by B't the zero-dimensional Jq-algebra obtained by extending 
scalars in Bi, i.e.

B'i:=Fi<fAiBi.

It is clear that B't is a -vector space of finite dimension and that its dimension equals 
the rank of Bi as free ^¿-module. For every ^¿-module morphism aeB*  (:=Hom^. 
(Biffiif) we denote by affi(B'if (:= Hom;?. (-3; >■&<)) the Jq-linear mapping defined 
by extending scalars to 5-, In particular, if aeB*  is a canonical trace, the trace 
v':=ld/ ^ | V in (fiff is also a canonical trace (in the sense of Section 4.1).

Following our discussion in Section 4.1, we know that there exists a canonical trace 
c>i &B*  associated to the pseudo-jacobian determinant defined by the sequence f\,...,f 
with respect to the variables Yn_i+\,... ,Y„.

Let Ai&Bi<f)A,Bi be a pseudo-jacobian determinant defined by the sequence 
f\,...,f. Let us consider the set Jf of all monomials of degree at most i(d — 1) 
in the variables {Yn_i+-[,... ,Yn}. Let us denote the monomials contained in //) in the 
following way:

where Nt is the cardinality of Jf. Then, there exist polynomials a^ G ffi[Y„_i+1 ,...,Y„], 
1 <k <Ni. of total degree bounded by i(d — 1) such that

Nt ___ ___

(22) 
k=\

holds. We want to apply the alternative trace formula given by Proposition 44. As 
discussed in Section 4.1, for l<z<z —1 we have the canonical trace eB't ob
tained by extending scalars to 5-, Similarly, we may consider Bi := Bffil. : \,..., Y„] = 
ffi[Y„_i+1,...,Y„]®AiBi and If :=5<[Tn_j+i,...,Y„],
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Now, let us denote by zl® the pseudo-jacobian determinant zfi seen as an element 
in B'i=B'i\Yn_i+\,... ,Yn\. In other words, let zl® be the following element:

N, ___

k=l

Let us recall from Proposition 46 that zl® can be evaluated by a non-scalar straight-line 
program of low complexity. Now, we consider the standard traces:

Ti;: B, A^n-,+1 ,...,Y„]=X[Y1,...,Y„] and Tp': B/ F;[Tn_;+1,..., Y„], 

where Tr, is Id^,. ®u,.Tr,.
Let Ji denote the jacobian determinant of the sequence f\,...,fi with respect to the 

variables Yn_i+\,... ,Yn. Then, by Proposition 44, for every geAi[Yn-i+i,...,Yn] the 
following identity

di= °'Kd-4!))Z’l!) = Trk^ 1 •d'z|(i!)) and di-d = 0m5/
1 <k<Ni

holds. This will allow us to compute a single division step in Bi as shown in 
Proposition 45.

The degree bound-. We are now in conditions to show the degree bound for the 
polynomials appearing in the Bezout identity af = g\f\+- ■ -+gtft of Theorem 1. We 
define inductively a sequence of polynomials G\,..., Gt and Q\,..., Qt in K[X\,... ,Xn] 
in the following way:

Gt :=Tr'_1(Jfl1 ■ ff1 ■ f ■ A^1^), Qt:=f-Gtft. (23)

For 2 <i <t—l, given Qi+i we define

G; := Ti'-iC/fJi • /f1 . g;+1 . J^), Qi := g;+1 _ Gif. (24)

As for i = 1, we define

Gi:=^, ei:=0. (25)
71

For the polynomials G; and Qi such defined

f = G\f\ + ■ ■ ■ + Gtft (26) 

holds. Because of our discussion in Section 4.2 one now easily sees from their definition 
that the polynomials G\,...,Gt are in A[Ti,...,Tn] and that they verify Identity (26).

The degree bound on the polynomials as claimed in Theorem 1 (first stated in [28]) 
follows by an elementary inductive argument as that of [45] or [60], We have to find 
a suitable common denominator a e 7?\{0}, such that defining := a ■ Gp for 1 < i < t 
we obtain the expression stated in Theorem 1, i.e. af = g\f + • • • + gtft, and p, e 
7?[Ti,...,Tn]. The forthcoming section will show how to construct this denominator a 
for the polynomials G\,..., Gt.
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6.2. The size of the straight-line program

Sketch of proof. The following lines intend to give an overview for the proof of 
claim (1) of Theorem 1 - the complexity estimates in terms of size and non-scalar 
depth for a straight-line program evaluating polynomials gi,...,gt &R[X\,... ,Xn] and 
a non-zero constant a g7?\{0} such that af = g\f\ + • • • + gtf holds.

Since we are going to exhibit as precisely as possible the procedures underlying 
the straight-line programs evaluating the polynomials g^,... ,gteR[X\,... ,Xn] and the 
constant ae7?\{0} verifying the conditions of Theorem 1, we will have to pay a 
price in terms of style and notation. This outline hopefully clarifies the reasons for the 
necessarily detailed notations introduced in the proof.

The main technical tool we are going to use is a combination of the following two 
ingredients:

(i) an efficient algorithm for computing the geometric solutions of all intermediate 
varieties Vi = V(f,...,f) for l<z<z —1 as found in [25] and resumed in 
Proposition 54,

(ii) and the division procedure described in Section 4, resumed in Proposition 46.
More precisely, for 1 < i < n, we consider the intermediate varieties V, = V(f,..., f) 

and the integral ring extensions

A:=K[Y\,..., Bt■.=,..., Yn\Kf ,...,ff.

We show that there exist for 1 < i < t— 1 straight-line programs /, in A. taking as input 
the coefficients of a geometric solution for the variety which performs the divison 
algorithm described in Section 4 and evaluate polynomials

G;e7?[Xi,...,Xn], 0;e7?[Xi,...,Xn_;] (27)

with the following properties: (1) <9, divides G) in K[Xi,...,Xn], 2) G; = G;7<9,, and 
for 1 <r <t the polynomial f — = r Gf&j • fj is in (f,..., f._\).

The geometric solutions of all intermediate varieties 1) are given by a straight-line 
program T' by Proposition 54. We use the information contained in this straight- 
line program T' as input for the straight-line programs T; computing the divisions 
modulo the intermediate complete intersection variétés. This composition of straight- 
line programs yields a new straight-line program which can be visualized by the scheme 
given in Fig. 1, where the arrows signify “input”, as indicated by Eqs. (23)—(25).

Then, applying Strassen’s Vermeidung von Divisionen technique (Proposition 20) 
to this straight-line program evaluating the polynomials G), *9,  for 1 < i < t, we would 
obtain a new straight-line program that evaluates a suitable constant ae7?\{0} and 
polynomials g\,..., gt G À[Xi,... , X„] such that

Ga~x -gi=-rf- and af = gx f -I-------F gtf

holds. This strategy suffers one major drawback, called the Pasodoble effect:
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Fig. 1. First approach.

Recall the method introduced in Section 4 to perform a single division modulo a 
complete intersection variety. This method will be applied in each straight-line program 
F,-, but the input of F, is not just the geometric solution of the complete intersection 
variety F, = V( f\but also the “remainder” of all previous divisions as expressed 
in the polynomials Qj as introduced in Eqs. (23)—(25):

t
Qi =/ - 52 GJ ’ // for 1 -r -z-

./ = i

The resulting effect on the dependency of the inputs is illustrated graphically in Fig. 2.
Thus, to compute the polynomials G, and 0,, all the previously computed straight- 

line programs F,,...,Fl+i will be used. This “nesting” or dependence on the previous 
steps (therefore Pasodohle effect) causes an accumulated complexity increasal. If £>, 
denotes the geometric degree deg Jf of the intermediate variety F, from the bounds 
obtained for a single division step in Section 4 follows for the straight-line programs 
F,- a complexity bound of order (11/ = ,-+i which is unsatisfactory.

Therefore, the main work in the forthcoming proof of Theorem 1 will be spent on 
showing a way how to avoid this Pasodoble effect.

The crucial observation for the proof of the complexity estimates of Theorem 1 is 
the fact that we can pre-compute some intermediate information in the form of some
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straight-line programs which we will denote by SR|,...,. This information will 
only depend on the geometric solutions of the intermediate varieties V, and the input 
polynomials In addition, we modify the straight-line programs F, slightly
to obtain some new straight-line programs F' such that the straight-line program of 
Fig. 1 above can be obtained as a straight-line program r" in the following, alternative 
way illustrated in Fig. 3.

For t — 1 > i > 1 the straight-line programs '•)(, will evaluate the polynomials listed 
in Proposition 64. Then, using this information as input, the straight-line programs F, 
evaluate the polynomials listed in Proposition 65.

Applying Strassen’s Vermeulunci von Divisionen method (cf. Proposition 20) we 
obtain from the straight-line programs F; a straight-line program evaluating the poly
nomials t/i,..., a, and a non-zero constant such that af = ci\f\ + ■■■ + cpf,
holds.

Roughly speaking, the new technical outcome may be explained as follows: we 
define inductively a sequence of polynomials G,,..., Gt e K[X\,.. .,%„] by Eqs. (23) 
to (25) such that f = G\ f \ + ■ ■ ■ + Gt ft holds. Suppose we have computed Gt,..., G,+i. 
Then, the polynomial G, is given as

g, = Ti'-.^r-1, -fr' -a+i -^T1’)

= Tr'-i^X1! •/-’ •/■Jr1’) - £ ' Gj -fl • T”).
./=/+!

Now, the main point will be to determine which parts of G/ have some influence in 
the second part of the above formula, namely

-fr1 •G)-.//-d (28)

The product Jr1, • ■ •// • d depends just on the input system S = {/],..., ft}
and does not depend on the precomputed polynomials Gr,...,Gi+\.
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Now, we observe that the polynomial Gj eAj[Y„-j+i,.. .,Y„] has two main “compo
nents”. First, we can see its “coefficients” being polynomials in Aj CAj-i and second, 
its “variables”, namely Fn_y+i,...,Fn. The main influence of the polynomial Gj in 
Eq. (28) above depends on the action of the “variable” part of Gj under the trace 
--- I
Tr^p i.e. the dependence on the variables Yn_j+\,...,Yn, whereas the “coefficient” 
part of Gj does not interfere significantly.

We will show that this “variable” part of Gj depends only on the previously computed 
pseudo-jacobian determinants for t—1 >s>j. These pseudo-jacobian determinants 
vl1!''*  are elements of Aj[Y„-j+i,...,Y„] and depend only on the input system 
but not on the previously computed polynomials Gt,... ,Gi+\.

The task performed by the non-scalar straight-line programs ,..., SR,_i will 
be to “isolate” this “variable” part of the polynomials Gt,...,Gi+\ to be reused in 
the computation of Gj. To clarify this idea: “isolate” does not mean to compute the 
monomials of Gj with respect to the variables Yn-j+\,... ,Yn. It means a more sophisti
cated process which does not contain any “interpolation” steps and which we show 
explicitely in the sequel. As an additional complication interfers the necessity to “carry 
on” denominators as before, which increases the notational complexity of the proof 
once more. Unfortunately, we have not been able to exhibit this process using less 
notation.

Proof of the complexity estimates of Theorem 1. The complexity estimates of 
Theorem 1 follow by describing a suitable straight-line program that evaluates 
G\,...,Gt from the information contained in the geometric solutions of the varieties 
V\,..., Vt-\. First of all, we want to give here a matricial expression of Eqs. (23)—(25).

For every polynomial g eB[Yi,...,Y„] we denote by fl'}' the matrix of the endo
morphism in the basis given by the primitive element {I,«,-,...,«/’’-1}.

Similarly, for every A e B,[Y„_i+1,..., Y„] we denote by A/’j’' the matrix associated 
to the endomorphism : B't B't in terms of the basis given by the primitive element 
{1 ® 1, M; ® 1,..., wf'-1 ® 1}.

Recall that At denotes a pseudo-jacobian of -in LflgLf and that .Tj'1 is At
seen as an element in B'i=B'i\Yn_i+\,... ,Yn\. Then, let us write for the matrix of

A
the endomorphism of multiplication by .Tj', in Bt.

Then, the polynomials Gt,...,G\ we have defined recursively by Eqs. (23)—(25) can 
be rewritten in terms of linear algebra using matrices as

and, recursively for t — 1 > i > 2,

Q^Q^-Gdi

and finally Gj = (h/f\, Q\ :=0.
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All these expressions above involve divisions by non-constant polynomials (divisions 
by det(Af^711)), del(.V/( 'l) for instance. Even if the results of Section 3 would gua
rantee that the Gfs and the Qfs are true polynomials (in K[Yi,...,Y„]), the presence 
of intermediate divisions will hide (and make harder) the computation of the common 
denominator (in R) of the polynomials Gi,..., Gt e 7?[Ti,..., Y„]. We are going to show 
a method for computing Gt,..., G^. The last step of computing (?i can be done applying 
Vermeidung von Divisionen.

As we said before, our method “carries on” the occurring divisions by non-constant 
polynomials until the last moment. In this way, we obtain sequences of polynomials 
G\,..., Gt in 7?[Ti,..., Y„] and <9i,..., &t in 7?[Ti,..., Y„] such that the following iden
tities hold for 2<i <t:

Gi
Gi = -d~. (29)

®i

Then, applying Strassen’s Vermeidung von Divisionen technique as stated in 
Lemma 20 together with the degree bound stated in Section 6.1 before will be sufficient 
to obtain a straight-line program of appropriate size and parameters which evaluates 
polynomials g\,... ,gt e7?[Ti,..., Y„] and a non-zero constant ae7?\{0} such that for 
l<i<t,

Gl = a-i-gl (30)

holds, where for i = 1 simply holds = f\ and = Q\. From this, the complexity 
estimates of Theorem 1 follow immediately.

Denominators in tensor matrices-. We are now interested in the description of the 
tensor matrices, i.e. the matrices in the basis {l,«,-,...,«^-1} of the endomorphisms: 
gYj : for 1 < i < t — 1, n — i + 1 <j < n. We have the following lemma:

Lemma 55. With the same notations and assumptions as before, there exists a non
scalar straight-line program of size (WZ<5)0(1) and parameters in J^U{zeZ: |z| < 
(ndLbf}, such that the straight-line program evaluates the following polynomials:

(i) for every z, 1 <i <t - 1, polynomials p(l> eR[Y\,..., Y„-i],
(ii) for every z, 1 < z < I - 1, and every j,n — i + \ <j<n, T" evaluates the entries 

in A[Ti,..., Y„_,] of some D( x D( matrices
These polynomials verify that for every z, 1 < z < I - 1, and every j,n — i+ \ <j <n, 

the matrix (p(!))_1^y) is the matrix of the endomorphisms tjyj : B',^ B', in the basis

Proof. This follows by an argument similar to the one of Lemma 21. We Erst observe 
that the tensor matrices of multiplication by Yj are given by 
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where Mu. is the companion matrix of the polynomial a; 1 • jye^4;[T]. Let us assume 
that

Di-\

■= E with 41e ■ ■ ■ ■ ’
k=0

and let us define the polynomial := (f The tensor matrix may
then be seen as = (p^• af1 • -,(a;d/„.). Defining

n n
p(l> := JJ (pj!)a,) and := JJ w(j\a.iMuf,

j=n—i+\ k=n—i+\

we have = (pj!') l - and these obviously verify the desired conditions. □

Denominators of the homothesy matrices-. We are interested in the description of 
the denominators of the matrices describing the multiplication by elements in Bi.

Lemma 56. With the previous notations and assumptions, let g be a polynomial in 
7?[Ti,...,Tn] evaluable by a non-scalar straight-line program I\ of size L\ and pa
rameters in ff. Then, there exists a non-scalar straight-line program Tg of size 
(nd(L + Zi)<5)0(1) and parameters in AT U U {z eT.: \z\ < (ndL3)c} such that Tg 
evaluates
• a polynomial <9® e7?[Ti,..., Tn_;]\{0} and
• the entries in 7?[Ti,...,Tn_;] of a D( xDt matrix such that
the matrix M(gl) is given by M(gl) = • jkg\

If g &R[Y\,... ,Yn] is not a zero divisor in Bi (and Bf, the matrix Mgl) is a regular 
matrix. Thus, we are also interested in the computation of its inverse matrix,

Lemma 57. With the notations and assumptions of the previous lemma, if the poly
nomial g eR[Yi,...,Y„] is not a zero divisor in Bp there exists a non-scalar straight- 
line program T = (rg'l)')~1 of size (nd(L +LfdfbY and parameters in U{ze
Z: |z| < (ndL3)c} such that T evaluates
• a polynomial <9® e7?[Ti,..., Tn_,]\{0} and
• the entries in 7?[Ti,...,Tn_;] of a Dt xDt matrix such that
the inverse matrix may be obtained as = (<9g))_1 • .

Proof. First, we have the identity = (<9®)_1 with the bounds of the previous 
Lemma 56. Let del ., be the determinant of and let Adj be the transposed of the 
adjoint matrix of jkg\ Then, we have

(M^rMdeM-1 ■e^-Adjg

and, thus, deli mug <9® :=(detg) and ) := &gl) • Adjg we conclude the proof. □
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Let us observe that for a given polynomial 0e5,[Tn_,+i,...,Tn] the endomorphism

he : B'[Yn_M,..., Y„] B'[Y„_i+1,. ,.,Y„]

represented in the basis {1 0 1,0, 0 I,...,«25'-1 0 1} is given by the matrix Mg\

Lemma 58. With the same notations and assumptions, let a polynomial 6 e 
Bi[Yn-i+i,. ■ ■ ,Y„] be given which can be evaluated by a non-scalar straight-line pro
gram r2 of size I.-_ and parameters in iff Then, there exists a non-scalar straight-line 
programTg of size (nd(L+L2)ô)0(V> and parameters in ft jfè2j{z eT.: \z\<(ndLôf} 
such that Te evaluates
• a polynomial 0® eÀ[Ti,...,Tn_,] and
• the entries in 7?[Ti,...,Tn] of a Di x Dt matrix such that
the matrix Mgl) may be obtained as Mgl) := (0®)_1 •

Proof. Let us simply observe that

Mf> = e(Y,..., Yn_„ (p® F1 ^i+1, ■ ■ ■, (p(lTX Y„-l+i ,...,Yn)

and apply the technical tool of Lemma 21 as before to compute matrices and denomi
nators separately. □

Dependence on the input system: These notations fixed, let us see how to compute 
our polynomials G\,...,Gt. We introduce the following additional notation for the 
entities we will compute (which will depend only on the input system f,...,f):
• for 1 <i <t — 1 the polynomial

0(o:= 0h-i). . 00-n eR[Yi,...,y„_!+1],

• the matrices with entries in À[Ti,...,Y„] for 1 < i < t — 1,

• for 1 <i <t — 1 and i + 1 <j <t, the polynomials:

0(0 := 00-1). 0d-D . 00-1). 00-n e...,

• for 1 < i < t — 1 and i + 1 < j < t, the matrices with entries in À[Ti,..., Y„] given by

ÎR® :=

• for 1 <i <t — 1, let P, e À[Ti,..., Y„] be the polynomial given by

Pi :=Tr-(^7®)-

Observe the following relevant fact which helps us to avoid the Pasodoble effect: 
the information 0®, jfif 0® and ^<® js independent of the intermediate results
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Gi,..., Gt, Q\, ■ ■ ■, Qt- This leads us to the following lemmata showing how to compute 
the polynomials Gi,...,Gt.

Lemma 59. With the previous notations and assumptions, for j-pi+ \ let be the 
matrix associated to the endomorphism gGj. : B't B't. Then, the following identities 
hold:

and for every 2 <i <t-f

J=z + 1

Proof. Observe that the following identities hold:

t
- vwwfrfr1 fM^r1 -m^V) □

7=1+1 1 1

At this stage let us consider the entries of the matrices 'JJi' \ For 1 < i < t — 1 and 
i + 1 <j<t, let »if be (w^f f<kp<Di with

According to Lemma 59 we can compute the following list of information:

Lemma 60. With the previous notations and assumptions, there exists a non-scalar 
straight-line program r of size (tdLd')0(V> and parameters in

FU{zeZ: \z\<fdLSf}

such that r evaluates the following polynomials:
• the polynomials &(l> for 1 <i <t - 1,
• the polynomials 0® for 1 <i<t - 1 and i + 1 <j <t,
• the entries of the matrices 'JJi/-* for 1 <i < t - 1 and i + 1 <j <t, and
• the polynomials Pi for 1 <i<t - 1 
verifying the conditions of Lemma 59 above.

Proof. Observe that all this information is obtained by evaluating some polynomials 
f,f,Ji of d1/1 in the corresponding tensor matrices, which only depend on the input 
(i.e. f\,..., f, f) and not on the intermediate results G\,... ,Gt,Q\,... ,Qt. □

Isolating the variable parts: Let us consider for 1 < i < t - 1 and i + 1 < j < t the 
matrices whose entries are in F,-. Let us denote the entries of the matrices Mf 
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as follows:

We have the following identities.

Proposition 61. With the previous notations and assumptions, we have

Gt=(&(t-v>rx -pt-t

and for 2<i<t - 1,

J=i+l \ k=i \

holds.

Proof. Observe simply that in the expression Tr^^SUy-1-1

holds for 1 <k, k<Di_i. □

Carrying on denominators: Additionally, we have to introduce the matrices:
• for 1 < i < t — 1 and r < i, let us denote

M^> :=PfYx,..., Y„_r, (p«)-1 ,..., (p«)-1

• for 1 < i < t — 1, i + 1 <j < t, r <i and 1 <k, I <lf} we consider:

:=^(L) = 4W1,..., Yn_r,(p«)-1 ,(p«)-1 XP).
™k,l

We have the following lemma:

Lemma 62. With the same notations and assumptions as before, there exists a non
scalar straight-line program r of size (tdLô')0(V> and parameters in {ze ~L: |z| < 
lid I.of) such that r evaluates the following polynomials:

(i) for \<i<t — \ and r < i polynomials t/p &R[Y\,..., Y„-r],
(ii) for 1 <i<t - 1, i + 1 <j < t, r <i polynomials eR[Y\,..., Y„_r],

(iii) for 1 < z < t - 1, i + 1 < j < t and r < i the entries in , Y„_r] of some
Dr x /), matrices ‘YHp.),

(iv) for every i,j, k, I, r with 3 <j <t, i + 1 <j, r <i and 1 <k, I <D( the entries 
mk’i’r> zn -^ITi > • • • > ^-r] of some Dr xDr matrices
verifying the following identities:

yfp=fjpr1 ■ M^-r)=■ suyf r\
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Proof. Again we apply Lemma 21, noting that all the wanted information (i.e. the 
straight-line program that evaluates Pj and and the geometric solution of the
intermediate varieties V(f\,...,fi), 1 <i<t — 1) does not depend on the quotients Gj 
to be computed. □

The straight-line programs SR,: Now, we have established the following recurrence 
rules to compute the homothesy matrices Mfo:

Lemma 63. With the same notations and assumptions, we obtain that for r <t - 1,

holds and for 1 <i<t - 1 and r <i - 1,

- E ^rYyrA
j=i+\

E<V)
i=\

O'—1,7, 
k,l

r)

holds.

Proof. This
QFr.

follows simply by applying the previous identity, noting that zyk 1’-/)
□

With this, we have explained how to compute straight-line programs evaluating only 
from the input system f\,...,f the parts of the polynomials G\,...,Gt which we 
refered to as “coefficient” parts in the sketch of proof. We conclude from the above 
discussion the following:

Proposition 64 (Output of the straight-line programs SR,). There exists a non-scalar 
straight-line program T of size (tdLô)0(V> and parameters in J^U{zeZ: |z|< 
(tdLôf} such that T evaluates directly (i.e. from the input polynomials f\,...,f,f 
and the geometric solutions of the intermediate varieties Vi = V(fo,...,fo) for 
1 <i <t - 1 ) the following information:
• 0« e P[Tb..., Tn_,+i] for 1 < i < t - 1,• 0® e À[Ti,..., Y„-i+i ] for \<i<t and i + 1 <j <t,
• P,G7?[Ti,...,Tn] for 1 <i<t- 1,
• the entries my’,y & P[Ti,..., Y„] of the matrices SR® for 1 <i <t - 1, i + 1 <j <t 

and 1 <k, I <Dt,
• a® eP[Ti,..., i( ,] for 1 <i<t - 1 and r < i,
• eR[Y],..., Y„-r] for 1 < i < t - 1, i + 1 < j < t and r < i,
• the entries in P[Ti,..., Y„_r] of the matrices SR® for 1 <i<t - 1 and r < i, and 

finally
• the entries in P[Ti,..., Y„-r] of the matrices SR®® for 1 <i <t - 1, i + 1 <j <t, 

r < i and 1 <k, I <Dt,
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verifying

Gt = (&(f-xf-xPt^ and =

and for 2<i<t - 1,

G; = (fi/'-’))-1 -P^ - ¿(©y-0)-1

J=z+1

A-i /Di_i

EE
k=\ \ l=\

(Z-l, 
f '

- E
j=i+\

E<V)
i=\

<J,J,r)
k,l

such that f — (Gtf + • • • + G;^)e(/i,...,^_i) holds.

The straight-line programs SR, compute for 1 < i < t — 1 the items listed in Proposi- 
tion 64 verifying the above recurrence rules for G; and MGf The total complexity of 
the straight-line programs SR, is (tdZ<5)0(1\

This shows how the influence of the previously computed polynomials Gj for j > z'+l 
depends on the polynomials and less on the entries of the matrices

The straight-line programs rg From the recurrence rules resumed in Proposition 64 
above we also obtain a way for computing the entries of the matrices
which will be done by the straight-line programs T;.

We explain how to compute from the information contained in the straight-line 
programs SR; the polynomial G; and how to “carry on” the denominators of G; and 
the matnces MG’,

We de line from the output of the straight-line program of Proposition 64,

and we denote by e 7?[Fi,..., Y„-r] the entries of the matrix SRp^ . From this we 
obtain denominators

Jr,t) _ rr(r)\-l fr,t)
Zk,l ~ Gt ) ’fl ■

Then, we have

CMEr1 EE <=<)!+++

Now, let us suppose we already have computed inductively Gt,...,Gi+\ and for 
z'+l <j <t, r<j—l and 1 <k, I <Dr the polynomials and in7?[F|,...,Fn_r]
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such that the following holds:

Then, for r < i the polynomial and the matrices Mfif can be computed by the 
following recurrence rule for the polynomials and '■

G; = (©d-1))-1 -P^
t (P-i

(31)

- ÎE E^EE’r , (32)
j=z+i \ k=t k /=! ) )

j—z+i

E<V)
Z=1

r1

(33)

(34)

Let us observe that we have used only the information contained in Proposition 64 
plus the denominators and the polynomials computed by the recurrence
rules.

Carrying on separately the denominators appearing in the above recurrence rules 
(31) and (33), we can obtain polynomials e7?[Ti,..., Y„-r] for r <i — 1 and 
1 <k, l<Dr as well as eP[Yi,...,Y„-r] such that the following holds:

= (4y'\<k,i<Dr and for r < i, M%> = • JR«.

These recurrence rules yield now a way to compute the polynomials Gy.

Proposition 65. The straight-line program 1} evaluates from the information evalua
ted by the straight-line programs T (the polynomials f\,...,f), i,...,SR, and 
Ti+\ the following list of items:
• for i <j <t and r < i the polynomials and
• for i <j <t, r <i and 1 <k, I <Dr polynomials G À[Ti,..., Y„] 
such that, if we define for i <j < t,

the following identity holds:
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Furthermore, the straight-line program r( evaluates the polynomials
• rrt^y 1’7) for z + 1 <j <t and 1 <k, I < Di,
• for i +1 <j <t and 1 <k, I <Dh

• and the polynomials Pi-\ :=&i/&(l-0) 
such that defining

7. Proof of Theorem 2

The present Section 7 contains the proofs of Theorem 2 and the corollaries from the 
Introduction.

In what follows, we are going to show an alternative method for the computation 
of the polynomials a~xg\,... ,a~xgt of Theorem 1. This alternative method induces a 
major growth of the output size (and hence of the complexity of this procedure) but 
permits a better control of the non-scalar depth of the straight-line program describing 
the output. In fact, we are going to compute polynomials h\,... ,hteR[X\,... ,Xn\ and 
a non-zero constant b & 7?\{0} such that

a ] g, = h ] f for 1 <i<t,

where the non-zero integer a and the polynomials gi,...,gt are precisely those com
puted by the algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 2 
here uses mainly Tate’s trace formula which involves all monomials up to a certain 
degree (ft — l)d in the worst case) and this implies the growth of the size. Conversely, 
this reduces the division procedures to an iterated matrix product (which was already 
considered in [43, 44]). The reason for starting with the elimination polynomial (and

0i

the following holds-.

The iteration step has to be performed t times and hence the total complexity for 
the straight-line programs /, is (tb )c)( l l for each inductive step for 2 < i < t.

Noting that Gi/@i = Gi holds, we apply Strassen’s Vermeidung von Divisionen 
method (cf. Proposition 20) to obtain from the combination of the straight-line pro
grams SR, and the straight-line programs / ; a division free non-scalar straight-line 
program evaluating the polynomials G).

Thus, we obtain a total complexity of order (tdZ<5)0(1\ This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 1. □ 
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not with the input polynomials) is mainly based on the fact that Newton’s method for 
complete local rings (as used in [25]) is not well-parallelizable. In contrast, this yields 
bounds for the height of the resulting polynomials which depend almost polynomially 
on the height and the degree of the intermediate varieties V(J\,..., ff).

As we are going to compute the same polynomials (up to a non-zero constant) the 
degree bound follows from the discussion put forward in Section 6.1.

7.1. The non-scalar depth bound

We assume the same conditions as those given at the beginning of Section 6. To 
recapitulate, let us denote by N e ^n(Z) a linear change of coordinates such that

(i) the variables Y\,...,Yn given by

/ Y. \ /W
: V :

\yJ \xn
are in Noether position with respect to the sequence of intermediate varieties V(J\) 
for 0 <i<t — 1. In other words,

4 :=A[F!,..., Tn_,] B( :=K[X,... ,A„]/(/i,...,/])

is an integral ring extension for 0 < i < t— 1. Let us observe that Ag = Bg and Fo = F((0)) 
holds.

(ii) The matrix N = ^j<n describing the Noether position has coefficients
«y e Z of bounded height |«y| < (ndLd')c.

(iii) For every z, 1 <i <t — 1, we have the elimination polynomial

mieR[Yx,...,Yn_i,Un-M,...,Un\[T].

In fact, m,- has the form m;:=7; • TDi + hi, with a, eA\{0}, degree Di = rk.AiBi and 
degree in T deg, hi <Dt — 1. Moreover, the polynomial

af1 • m; G A[y,..., Un_M,..., U„\[T]

is the minimal equation over At of the generic projection

dli '■= l-(n : } X : } + • • • + UnXn.

We will write m0 = 1 when necessary.
(iv) As observed in Lemma 55 before, there exists a non-scalar straight-line program 

T of size (td3)°Y 1 and non-scalar depth O(log2 d + log2 <5) such that T computes from 
the coefficients (with respect to the variable T) of in, the following polynomials:

(a) for 1 < i < t — 1 non-zero polynomials pX g 7?[Tb..., Tn_,],
(b) for 1 <i <t — 1 and n — i + 1 < j < n the entries in 7?[Ti,..., Tn_,] of a />, x /), 

matrix \
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such that the matrix of the endomorphism î]Yj : Bi^Bi is given by := (/?(,)) 1
anf.

Let us remark that these matrices SRj') and polynomials //') are not exactly the 
same as those in the previous section. Here we have explicitly chosen those which 
can be obtained from the elimination polynomial, whereas in Section 6.2 they were 
given by the description of the primitive element. Nevertheless, as they are essentially 
the same objects just described in different ways, we preserved the notation introduced 
before.

Following the introduction of Section 6, let us consider for 1 <i <t — 1 the pseudo- 
jacobian determinant G Bi ®A,Bi. Let us also consider the set of all monomials
of degree at most i(d — 1) in the variables {Yn_i+-[,... ,Yn}. Let us denote by

^¡■.= {b^A<k<Ni}

such a set, where Ni is the cardinality of ^¿. Then, there exist polynomials ti'f G 
Yn\, \<k<Ni of total degree bounded by i(d — 1) such that

Y
A<r>:= ^^(fb^&B.^B,,

k=\

where " denotes taking residual classes in If (as before). The case z=0 yields zl(0) = 
1 ® 1.

Let (Ji^B*  be the trace associated to .Til by Tate’s trace formula. Let us also 
consider /’, as the quotient held of At, B'i=Fi ®a,- Bi and o’-—>F,- the trace obtained 
from a,- by extending scalars. For z=0 we consider o’o = Id5,-, tf=IdB'o. Now, we 
have the following rule to compute the quotients:

F-iG‘ ■= E ’ f7X • /) • bif & BIN,... ,X„l Qt:=f-Gi- ft.
k=\

As for 2 < i < t — 1, we have

F-i

gf= a :=a+i
k=\

The case i = 1 is simply given by Gj = /, 1 ■ Qi- Now, we are going to transform this 
recurrence rule under the following terms: let ff be the free A,--module generated by 
the monomials in and /?• :=F,- /•, Bi. Let us consider 7i,- : ff^>If and 7r- : /?• -^B- 
the projections given by

W
7I;(c1,...,cAz,):=y;Q-hyGF;.

k=l
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The following diagram obviously commutes for every i, 1 < i < t — 1,

ft Pi

v J- J- g'
Bi B'

The previous division procedure can be performed as follows: We are going to 
compute for every i, 2 <i <t — 1, some elements of the free ,1;|-module

such that
Ni

k=\

In order to perform this task, let us observe the following facts: For every i, 1 < i < t— 1 
let f,geR[Y\,...,Yn\ be polynomials such that f | g in Bi and f is not a zero divisor 
in Bi. Then, for every a €. K[Xi,... ,Xn] we have that

<?i(g -f^ ■ a)eAi.

The reason is simply the following: let qeK[Yi,...,Y„] be such that g=f ■ q in Bi. 
Then, since /' 1 e 5-, we have /' 1 -g = q in 5-. Finally, X^g-f x-a) = ffpq-a) e At. The 
polynomials ft_i are given by cj!) := • frx ■ Qi+X) eA^.

1 — (Gift + • • • + Grfr) G (/l,. . ■ ,fr-\),

Let us now consider the following sequence of objects:
• for 1 < i < t — 1 and 1 < k < Nf.

• for 1 < i < t — 1, 1 < k < Ni, 1 <1 <Nj, j >i — 1,

We consider now the following matrices and column vectors:

E(^ft=(4JrU))i<*<v,_i  and
\<l<Nj

Now, suppose that we already computed the polynomials Gt,... ,Gr+\, where
V,_i

k=\

for r+1 <j <t and C^B € /I ,i for r +1 <j <t. For the computation of the coefficients 
(C^,..., C^_j) e fir_i such that the following holds: 
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we proceed as follows: fr is not a zero divisor in Lk\ and fr divides the polynomial 
Qr+\. Let fell,} be such that hr ■ fr = Qr+x. Then, for every k,\ <k<Nr_\, we 
have the following identity:

ffLiC/r1 -Qr+\ • =

Then, we proceed as follows:

Ur-Afr 'fr-Uk )

= <7'_i((i ------- Fgr+ifr+i)) • /r1

= O-LlCC1 ' à^Vy) - f 12 °'r-^3i 'fi 'fr^ '

\ i=r+1

(r-1) 
k

In other words, using the matricial language, we obtain for 1 < r < t — 1 the following 
linear recurrence to perform the required division step. It is well-known that linear 
recurrences can be inverted by a well-parallelizable procedure, see [20], Then, the 
computation of terms given by a linear recurrence can be done by a well-parallelizable 
procedure.

/ \ / t
( c(0 \ >

= D(r) ^2
i=r+\

Let us observe that this identity holds in the vector space /?'_j (since the matrices 
D(r) and have entries in F;) but that both sides of this identity represent objects 
belonging to the free A.\-module f)r_\.

Thus, to conclude the proof of Theorem 2 we just have to show how to invert this 
linear recurrence. However, as in the previous proof of Theorem 1, the presence of 
intermediate divisions by non-constant polynomials would hide information. This leads 
to a procedure that combines inversion of linear recurrences together with carrying on 
denominators. This is what we show below.

Following the recurrence rule, we observe that there are polynomials

(35)
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such that for every i, 1 < i < t — 1, 

( Ci° \ / C1(Î) \

where := PfDP,..is a matrix with entries in F,_i. These polynomials have 
coefficients in { —1,0,1}CZ and their monomials are of degree at most t. In fact, 
only a few monomials occur in this expression, since they are of the form ■
EfhM .. .prUt,Jt+i) where i<j\ <ji < ■ ■ ■ < jk+i <1 or pOPl-pOffi2) • •• E(h,.jr+i) .pOi+i) 
also with z <ji <j2 < • • • < jk+\ < t.

The obvious procedure that computes first the monomials (in the appropriate order) 
and then adds the results has non-scalar depth of order O(log21). However, to mul
tiply two of these matrices we are dealing a total number of multiplications of order 
(maxA))01-1-1 < (td)0(P which yields an awful upper bound for the size.

To end this proof, we are going to see how these linear recurrences can be computed 
in low parallel time. Let us observe that for the computation of the matrices and 
E(id) we have to compute some traces of some polynomials. This can be done using 
the following identities:

4° := TrRjf1 • fr+\ ■ and := TrRjf1 • ■ fj+x ■ f-\ '

where Tr-: <3-—> Jq is the usual trace and Ji is the jacobian determinant of 
with respect to the variables Ti,...,Tn_;+i. Thus, noting that deg a(P <t(d — 1) and 
degfi^'*  <t(d — 1), we may conclude as in Lemma 21 (i.e. carrying on denominators) 
the following.

There exists a non-scalar straight-line program T of size (ftd jLb)0^ '1 and non-scalar 
depth O(log21 + log2 d + log2 L + log2 <5) such that T computes from the geometric 
solutions of the varieties non-zero polynomials G À[Ti,..., ¿+i ] and
the entries in P[Ti,..., Kn-;+i] of matrices 2^, S^’P such that = (0W)-’ . 
and £’<m) = (0(O)-i . gdff

Finally, the computation of the polynomials 7) from Eq. (35) is performed for each 
polynomial separately. We also compute the respective homogeneous components:

PH = P*g+  ■■■+P* t-

Thus, defining &P := 1 0«, we conclude that for every i there exists a matrix

i,GJvUW..,W)

such that 
( c(0 >

cP ,

-1= (©«)

( c(i) >

çP i
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and both and the matrices A can be computed from the geometric solutions of 
the varieties V\,...,Vt_\ by a non-scalar straight-line program of size ftdj ôyLP^f 
non-scalar depth O(log21 + log2 d + log2 <5 + log2Z) and parameters in { — 1,0,1}.

Thus, we finally conclude by performing the non-scalar arithmetic operations (that 
can be done in depth 0(1)) 

G,:=(0(,))-1

( c(i) >

fA)
\ /

where (, ) denotes the scalar product. Finally, applying the Vermeidung von Divisionen 
technique as in Proposition 20, we obtain the desired statement. □ 

7.2. Applications

This subsection recompiles the proofs of the corollaries which were announced at the 
introduction and which depended on the completion of the proofs for the Theorems 1 
and 2.

Complexity bounds - Proof of Corollary 3

Proof. The algorithm developed in the sequence of papers [44, 28, 25, 60] gives an 
efficient method for the computation of the geometric solutions of all intermediate 
varieties V(f\,...,fi), see Proposition 54. This, together with the method given in 
Section 6 for the computation of a straight-line program evaluating the polynomials 
g\,...,gt and the integer a yields the proof of Corollary 3. The time complexity of 
the Turing machine M is an immediate consequence of the size of the straight-line 
program exhibited in Section 6. □

Height bounds - Proof of Corollary 4

Proof. By Lemma 40 we know that a geometric solution of every variety V(f\,...,fi) 
can be computed from the elimination polynomial of V(f\,...,fi). Thus, applying 
Lemma 17 (Composition), we may estimate the logarithmic and invariant heights of 
the polynomials in a geometric solution of (f,... ,ff>. Now, using the straight-line 
program stated in Theorem 2 and applying the bounds of Lemmata 15 and 17 from 
Section 2.3 we obtain the desired bounds for the proof of Corollary 4. □

Upper bound for ng : Proof of Corollary 7

Proof. The height bound of Corollary 5 for the integer a appearing in the arithmetic 
Bezout Equality gives ht(a) < (ndLds)0(V\ht(fe ) + + log2s). As we can always
bound the number of possible prime divisors of a number by its (logarithmic) height, 
the claim of Corollary 7 follows as an immediate consequence. □
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Lower bound for ng : Proof of Theorem 10

Proof. The following lines give an idea of the proof, a more complete account can be 
found in [60]). Let us suppose given the system S = {f\,... ,fs}, where the polyno
mials ~L[X\,Xn] are given by a straight-line program of size L and depth 
3. Let us also suppose, that these polynomials form a reduce regular sequence and let 
us denote by 3s the geometric degree and by y, the height of the system S.

For the proof of Theorem 10, the following results are relevant:

Lemma 66. Let x = (xi,... ,x„) be a zero of the system S and let r be a primitive 
element (in the sense of Section 3.4) for X],...,xn. Then, there exist Q\,..., Qn e T.[X] 
and aeT. such that X{ = Qfrfa. Let R e T.[X] be an irreducible polynomial such that 
R(r) = 0. If R has a root in Fp and a is not zero modulo p, the system is consistent 
in Fp.

Let now f eZ[X] be a polynomial of degree d, A its discriminant and let 7t/(x) 
be the number of primes p such that f has a root modulo p. Based on an effective 
version of Chebotarev’s Density Theorem (which assumes the Generalized Riemann 
Hypothesis) one can prove:

Lemma 67 (Koiran [41]). There exists a universal constant c>0 such that

Tlf(x) > ^[tt(x) _ log2 A ~ CX1/2log2 (Axd)]

Once stated these results, we begin the proof of Theorem 10.
We first study the case s = n, that is, the zero-dimensional case. In this case we have 

a primitive element for the variety V defined by S, u e TfX\,... ,Xn], and polynomials 
q & Z[T], Vj & Z[T] and p&T. (multiple of the discriminant of q) such that:

• q is square free and
• pxj — Vj(u(x-i,... ,xn)) = 0 for all (xi,...,xn) in V.
In order to finish the proof, we remark that by Lemma 66 above we only have to 

estimate 7if(x). To do that, we simply remark that the degree of q is bounded by 3s 
and the logarithmic height of its discriminant is bounded by 3®(1)qs by Theorem 41.

For the case s<n, we can reduce the situation to the zero-dimensional case by 
considering the fiber in a point of moderate logarithmic height (see [25, 60] for more 
details). □

Bounds on Psf ) - Proof of Corollary 8

Proof. Given a bound B on the absolute value of the integer a appearing in the 
Nullstellensatz we know that a has at most logy A' many prime divisors and therefore 

Psf ) > #(P) - log2 B
#(I)
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holds. We apply Lemma 16 to the bounds for L,f established in (iii) of Corollary 5 
to conclude claim (i) of Corollary 8. Similarly, using the bound for the height of a 
from Corollary 5(iv), follows claim (ii). □

Probability - Proof of Corollary 9

Proof. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 5, the height of the integer a appearing in 
the Nullstellensatz is bounded by |a| < {nd Ixyf'f hti X} + ty + \<y-x}. and therefore 
a cannot possess any prime divisors of greater height. This already yields the bound 
given in Corollary 7.

Now, for m := max{c)log2 (ndLbsfyliUfF) + t]s + log2 s} holds |a| < 2m2 which 
in turn yields claim (ii) of Corollary 9. Claim (i) follows as an application of Corol
lary 8(i). □
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